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Introduction

The Purpose Of This Book Is To Teach The Misinformed Public, The Truth About The Melanin-ite Children. Those Children Who Are Neither, "The Original Black Man", Nor "The Original White Man", For You Are Neither! However, It Has Been Written To Teach You, That You Are The Original Descendants Of The WOOLY-HAIRED BEINGS, The Deities Bearing Nine Ether, Or 9 To The Ninth Power Of Nine 9⁹. The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Who In Our Cream History Were Created 76 Trillion Years Ago By Etherians. Coming By Way Of Nibiru, From The 8th Planet RIZQ, Of The 19th Galaxy ILLYUWN.

Most Important Of All, This Scroll Will Give You Knowledge Of The Nubian Nation, Or A Nation Of New Beings, Of The Holy Tabernacle Ministries, All Over The World. This Scroll Will Also Give You Facts On The Descendency Of Israelites, Moabites, Canaanites, Edomites, Amorites, Horites, And The Falasha In Ethiopia, Today, And Yesterday, Etc. I Will Make You Overstand The Name "Nubian Nation", As Well As, "The Holy Tabernacle Ministries", And Its Purpose And Mission In America Today, (Refer To The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Family Guide”). I Will Help You To Overstand Your Covenant, And The Prophecy Of You, The Nubian, In America Today. I Am Well Aware That You May Have Come Across So-Called "Leaders And Teachers", Who Have Taken It Upon Themselves To Explain The Doctrine Of The Holy Tabernacle Ministries; A Doctrine Of Which They Have No Knowledge.

Romans 3:4

μὴ γενοῖτο γινεσθαι δὲ οἵ θεος αλήθες, πας δὲ ανθρώπος ψευδώς, καθαπερ γεγραπται Οπας αυ δικαιωθης εν τοις λογοις σου και νικησεις εν τω κρινεσθαι σε.

MAY (NOT!): DEH (YEA), LET THEH-OS (ELOHEEM) BE AL-AAY-THACE (TRUE), BUT PAS (EVERY) ANTH-RO-POS (HUMAN BEING) A PSYOOOS-TACE (LIAR), AS IT IS GRAF-O (WRITTEN), THAT YOU MIGHT BE DIK-AH-YO-O (JUSTIFIED) IN YOUR LOG-OSS (SAYING), AND MIGHT NIK-AH-O (OVERCOME) EN-ANG-KAL-ID-ZOM-AHEE (WHEN) YOU ARE KREE-NO (JUDGED).

Not!: Yea, Let Thehos Be True, But Every Human Being A Liar As It Is Written That You Might Be Justified In Your Sayings And Might Overcome When You Are Judged.

Right Translation In Greek By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.
"GOOD FORBID: YEA, LET GOD BE TRUE, BUT EVERY MAN A LIAR; AS IT IS WRITTEN, THAT THOU MIGHTEST BE JUSTIFIED IN THY SAYINGS, AND MIGHTEST OVERCOME WHEN THOU ART JUDGED."

If A Person Has Truth, He Should Fear Nothing. It Would Not Matter To A True Leader Or Teacher, Whether His Entire Congregation Left Him. For If He Has The Truth, His Entire Congregation Would Return Seeking After It.

You See It Is Not About Hate Or Racism. You Can Take Back All Of Your Sensationalism Which Includes All Of Your "Isms": Racism, Socialism, Communism, Marx And Leninism, Muhammadism, Judaism, Sectism, And Specieism And The Likes. It Is What Is In The Family Guide. I Am But A Servant Of The Most High Doing My Job. I'm Here To Teach About Right Knowledge, Right Wisdom, Right Overstanding And Right Reasoning. It Is Not To Discredit Masons, The K.K.K., Sunni Moslems, Skin Heads, Black Jews, COTC, Etc. It's Just To Tell You The Facts As It Is, Not How You Want It To Be. As You Will See, This Recording Was, And Is Able To Be Put Forth To You By Help From He Who Sent Me To Do This Job. All Praise Is Due To Him, For The Light He Shined On Me To Make Me See My Way And Collect All Of This Right Knowledge. It Is Done; Not As I Want, For It Would Take A Life Time To Write All I Was Given. It Is But A Chapter Of The Great Book Of The Living, "The Holy Tablets"

The Story Runs Thus:

Came Hurt And Envious. The Man Read On As All Things Took Place. Then Before He Could Read Another Line, The Angelic Being Was Upon Him And Grabbed The Leaf. Upward He Went. The Man Stood Up In The Boat And Jumped For The Leaf. He Grabbed A Small Part Of It. On It Was All That Was, All There Is To Be, And Will Be In This World. After You Have Read This Scroll And Still Do Not Accept It, Then Something Is Truly Wrong With You, And You Should Start Considering The Fact That You Seriously Need Help...

We Are Very Familiar With That Question, Which Confused Nubians Always Use As An Escape" "How Do You Know It's The Truth?" The Thing Is, You've Been Indoctrinated With Someone Else's History, (His Story) Someone Else's Re-Ligion, Or Re-Legion And Someone Else's Life-Style. That In Order To Retreat From It All, You Use This As A "Scape Goat." However, It Is Not About Escaping Because "Ye Shall Know The Truth, And The Truth Shall Make You Free." You Can Analyze This Book Thoroughly, Then You Shall Know Because I, The Teacher Of, The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Do Not Have Anything To Hide. First Of All, This Is Not Just A Book. It Is A True Message, And Guidance For You; Meaning All People Of All Races. It Is Nothing But The Facts. Also Let Me Make This Clear That I Am Not A Hater Of Pale People, Nor A Minister Of Negative Thoughts. I Am A Scientist, And The Job Of A Scientist Is To Reveal Things. This Is A Revelation, And My Code Is Facts And Unity, If We Are To Raise The Dead, Meaning The Nubians (New Beings) All Over The World. I Must Tell You The Truth, Even Though It May Be The Bitter Truth. You Must Know. With All These Groups Out Here, And With All These Lies, You Must Be Taught The Truth About Yourselves, In Order To Regain The God-Like Quality In You, Because You Are Covered With False Teachings In The West.

THE ORIGIN OF THE NUBIAN (NEW BEING)

Ques: How Did The Original Man, The Nubian (New Being) Come About?

Is This The Color Of The Planet, Just Somehow It's Not The Right Color Anyway, No Matter How Proud We Are. And If We Were Superior In The Colors That We Say We Are; As From The Yellow All The Way To The Darkest Of The Dark, Then Why Are We Dying; And Dying From The Same Disease, That Our Slave Master Have Introduced To Us. If We Were Superior Because Of Our Color, Then Even With The Greatest Of Strife We Would Not Die From Anything Liken Unto Him. Eventhough We Have Adopted His Sick Philosophies, His Way Of Eating, And His Way Of Behaving, Somehow The Superior Melanin Would Have Overset Or Overstepped That, And We Would Be Back On Track On To Our Immortal Ways. Based Upon Everything That We See On This Planet The Colors That Most Assimilates Best With Solar Light, Is Green. There Is A Piece Of The Information That Is Missing About Color; As Far As Humans Are Concerned. Your Real Color Is The Color Green Not Brown. You Are Brown Because You Are Rusted. You Are Now Taking In So Many Ions, And Oxygen, Which Are Poisoning Your Systems. As You Can See Most Of The Religions Depict Their Gods As Being Green, Like Krishna Of The Hindus, Is Depicted As Aqua Marine, The Native Americans Use The Color Topaz, The Deities Of The Ancient Egyptian, Isis And Osiris Are Always Drawn Green. Isis They Say Is The Bestower Of Life. Giver Of Her Goods To The Gods And Giver Of Offerings To The Spirits. She Is A Green Goddess Whose Green Color Is Like Unto Greenness Of The Earth, The Green Veil Between Deity And Man. The Esther Of Your Bible, Her Skin Was Greenish Like The Green Of The Myrtle; Note The Cover Of This Scroll #133 "The Melanin-ite Children". That's From An Original Wall In Egypt Showing Osiris With Olive Tone Green Skin, As Green As The Greenest Of Olives.
Figure 2
Egyptian Deities
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Ques: Why is our skin brown and what makes it that color?

Ans: Good question! It is a simple question that should be able to be answered simply. The pigment in your skin called melanin. It is thought to make your skin color brown. However melanin does not make you brown. You were given (melanin) as a gift from whom of what you call the gods. In reality the Anunnaki Eloheem. The brown color was only specific to a different class of gods. What happened was a vital molecule was lost. That vital molecule lost changed the olive green tone in us. Was the molecule magnesium.

Figure 3
Native American Wearing Topaz

Ques: What is magnesium?

Ans: Magnesium whose chemical symbol is Mg. With the atomic number 12, weighing 24.312, is considered a metallic metal silvery white in color and is a member of the alkaline earth metal group. Magnesium is the eighth most abundant element on this planet called Earth. It makes up about 2.5% of the Earth’s crust. And this 30% of the planet Earth that is land, can also be divided:

- Water 70%
- Humans 1%
- Agriculture 30%
- Desert 33%
- Mountains 36%

*Note the percentages shown in the above diagram for the land is based on the 30% of the surface of the planet Earth that is land, not the total surface of the planet Earth.

Diagram 1
And As You Know The Other 70% Of The Planet Earth Is Water, And The Portion That Is Seawater, Out Of That 0.13% Is Magnesium And About 80% Of The Magnesium Produced In The World Is Extracted By The Electrolytic Method From This Seawater. It Is Not Only In Seawater, Magnesium Is Also One Of The Most Important Metals In Both Plants And Animals. The Body Of An Average Adult Contains About 25 G (0.9 Oz) Of Magnesium. However, The Magnesium In The Human Body Was Lost And Today Scientist Still Do Not Known Why.

Ques: What Really Happened When The Magnesium Was Lost?


Ques: How Is Oxygen Toxic To Us?

Ans: It Is Not In Connection With The Other Elements, That Together, Create A Harmonious Environment. Sucking In Oxygen All The Time Is Toxic To The System, Believe It Or Not! It Has Certain Radioactive Isotopes In It 14.0, 15.0, 19.0. I May Sound Crazy, However It Clears Up Many Oddities About Our Present Biochemistry. The NETERU, Which Is The Egyptian Name For The ANUNNAQI, Had An Excellent Balance Of Zinc, Copper, Magnesium And Iron In Their Blood Streams. To Have Green Skin, Copper Would Have To Have Been An Abundance In The Blood. In Other Words Their Blood Would Of Have To Had Been More Like Chlorophyll, Or Even A Gold Color. The Constant Inhaling And Processing Of Toxic Oxygen And Especially The Content Of CO, In The Air As It Is, You Are Killing Yourselves (You Are Accelerating Your Life Force, And You Are Burning Bright Looking Healthy But You Are Aging More Quickly. We Don't Have Enough Zinc) In Our Systems And This Is Why Our Sisters Labor So Much In Childbirth; Because Of The Lack Of Zinc. I'm Not Saying That The Color Brown Isn't A Beautiful Color, It Is But It Still Lacks Something, And That Lack Is The Color Green, That Chromatophore, That Green, That Magnesium, That Gives You The Chlorophyll Base.

Ques: What Is Chromatophore?

Ans: According To The American Heritage Dictionary The Word Chromatophore Is Defined As:

Chro-Mat-O-Phore (Krō-Mäťə-fôr', -fôr') N. Biology. 1. A Pigment-Containing Or Pigment-Producing Cell, Especially In Certain Lizards, That By Expansion Or Contraction Can Change The Color Of The Skin, Also Called Pigment Cell. 2. A Specialized Pigment-Bearing Organelle
In Certain (Photosynthetic) Bacteria And Cyanobacteria.


It Is A Know Fact That The Tone Of Our Nubian Skin Is Determined By A Pigment Which Is Called Melanin. That Is Produced By Cells In The Epidermis Called Melanocytes.

**Melanism** - 1. An Increased Amount Of Black Or Nearly Black Pigmentation (As Of Skin, Feathers, Or Hair) Of An Individual Or Kind Of Organism.
2. Intense Pigmentation In Man In Skin, Eyes, And Hair - Melanistic, Adj.

**Melanin** - A Dark Brown Or Black Animal Or Plant Pigment.

**Mel·A·No·Cyte** (Melano-Cyte) N. An Epidermal Cell Capable Of Synthesizing Melanin.

**Mel·A·No·Cyte-Stim·U·Lat·Ing Hormone** - (Melano-Cyte-Stimulating Hormone, Melano-Cyte-Stimulating Hormone, Melano-Cyte-Stimulating Hormone, Melano-Cyte-Stimulating Hormone) N. Abbr. Msh A Hormone Secreted By The Pituitary Gland That Regulates Skin Color In Human Beings And Other Vertebrates By Stimulating Melanin Synthesis In Melanocytes And Melanin Granule Dispersal In Melanophores. Also Called Intermedin.

**Ques:** Why Is Melanin Important?

**Ans:** Melanin Is Important, Because It's The Most Primitive, And Universal Pigment In Living Organisms. Melanin Is Produced In The Pineal Gland. Abundantly Found In Primitive Organisms Such As Fungi, As Well As Advanced Primates. Furthermore, Within Each Living Organism, Melanin Appears To Be Located In Major Functional Sites. For Example, In Vertebrates, Melanin Is Not Only Present In The Skin, Eyes, Ears, Central Nervous System, And The Diffuse Neuroendocrine Loci, Among Other Things.

Ques: How Much Melanin Can Be In The Skin Of Any One Individual?

Ans: The Amount Of Melanin In The Skin Is One Of The Most Variable Of Human Traits, And Many Polygenes Are Involved. Groups Of People Or The Population Of The World Were Once Classified According To Skin Shade: Black, (Africans) White (Caucasians), Yellow (Orientals) And Red (Indians) Etc. You Should Realize That Just Because This Is The Way They Have Classified People Does Not Mean This Is The Way It Should Be. The Hues Of Color Of Your Skin Depends On Several Factors. First Is The Amount Of Melanin In The Outer Layers Of The Skin. Melanin Acts As A Filter To Prevent Damage To The Delicate Deeper Layers Of The Skin, By The Penetration Of Ultraviolet Light.
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Ques: Is There Only One Type Of Melanin?

Ans: No! You Have Brain Melanin, Known As Neuromelanin, And You Have Skin Melanin. Neuromelanin, Does Not Run Parallel With Skin Melanin. Whether White, Red, Yellow, Black, Or Brown, Neuromelanin, Plays An Important Role In The Functioning Of The Brain, And Nervous System. This Is Too Long Of A Subject To Go Into. Maybe Another Book. Back To The Point. Melanosomes (Small Structures Within The Melanocyte Cells Where Melanin Is Synthesized) Find Their Way Into The Hair Cells, Giving Them Color. (Two Types Of Melanin, One Dark Brown And One Red, Are Responsible For All Hair Shades.

Pigments That Contribute To Skin Color Are Called Carotene, (Yellowish) Hemoglobin, In Blood Vessels (Pink-Red), And Melanin (Black, Brown, And Red). Darker Skins Are Dominated By Melanin, Which Is Produced From The Amino Acid Tyrosine, By Pigment Cells (Melanocytes) In The Skin. Melanocytes, Are Characterized By Long, Fixed Extensions Of The Outer Cell Membrane. In Humans, Other Mammals, And Birds, Melanin, Is Dispersed Permanently Throughout Each Melanocyte, Including The Extensions, And Is Also, Transported To Nearby Skin Cells. In Other Words If You Increase The Amount Of Melanin In The Skin You Become Darker And Vise Versa.

Diagram 4

Process Of Melanin Pigmentation

Ques: How Does This Increase And Decrease Happen?

Ans: Increased Melanin Results If Melanocytes Are Stimulated By Solar (Ultraviolet) Radiation, By Which Tanning Occurs, Or By The Pituitary Hormones Melanocyte-Stimulating Hormone Or Adrenal Corticotropin. Reptiles, Amphibians, And Fish Can Adapt To Their Environment By Moving Melanin Back And Forth In Each Melanocyte, Causing Darker Shades By Breaking Up The Pigment And Lighter Shades By Concentrating It At One Point. Certain Reptiles And Fish Can Change To Different Colors By Manipulating Pigment Cells That
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Specialize In Red, Yellow, Orange, Blue, Green, And White (Or Light-Reflecting) Pigments.

**Ques:** I'm Confused About This, Can You Please Explain It A Little More?

**Ans:** Let Me Walk You Through This. Melanin Is Produced From The Amino Acid Tyrosine, By Pigment Cells Called Melanocytes. You Have The Sacs Within The Melanocyte, Called Melanosomes, That Actually Make The Melanin. These Little Sacs Or Chambers Of Melanin, Determine Your Skin Color. When There Is A Little Bit Of Melanin In The Melanosome, The Little Sac Or Chamber, You Look White. When It's Totally Filled You Look Black. Skin Tone Is Determined By The Amount And Type Of Melanin, The Melanosomes Contain.

**Ques:** What Is So Important About Melanin?

**Ans:** Melanin, Controls All Mental, And Physical Body Activities. Melanin Is An Extremely Stable Molecule, And Highly Resistant To The Digestion By Most Acids And Bases, And Is One Of The Hardest Molecules To Ever Be Analyzed. If You Do Not Purify Your Melanin Molecule, You Will Not Heal Your Body Of Diseases.

**Ques:** What People Have The Most Melanin?

**Ans:** Nubian People Have The Most Melanin. Although All Individuals Have Melanin Even The Pale Man, He Just Has A Lack Of It Or Is A Melanin Recessive Beings, Your Body Is Dedicated To Making Melanin. Melanin Was Given To You As A Gift, The Melanin-ite Children, Being That You Were Pro-Created As A New-Being Or Nubian, In The Image And After The Likeness Of The ANUNNAQL ELOHEEM. It Is In Your Very Essence And In Your Environment. The Melanin Throughout Your Body Is The Same Thing That Colors This Planet Earth.
"PAGE 5 & 6 OF THE DAILY MIRROR EXPRESS THE HORROR OF MELANIN-RECESSIVE BEINGS"

The Melanin-ite Children

Trutting their perfectly bronzed bodies on the beaches of Los Angeles, the Baywatch babes and boys have the fashion item we all crave — a suntan.

But as the heatwave soared towards 30C (86F) yesterday for the first time this summer, the chances are most of us will end up looking like over-cooked lobsters instead of beach babes.

Sun protection is vital. Skin cancer is the second most common cancer in the UK with more than 40,000 new cases and about 1,800 deaths each year.

Cases of malignant melanoma — the most dangerous form of skin cancer — have doubled in the UK over the past 10 years and are now found in one in every ten skin cancers.

It doesn’t take long for the sun to wreak havoc. Yesterday’s sunburn warning given out with the weather forecast was 36 minutes for average skin, 50 minutes for dark skin, and only 22 minutes for fair skin.

To avoid microwaving your skin forget Baywatch and cover up — all over.

Sunblocks, a wide-brimmed hat and a Legionnaire-style cap with its flap over the neck are even better — and clothing that is not too sheer — sun rays can penetrate fine fabrics — are recommended armour.

Best of all, stay out of the sun completely — and certainly between 11am and 3pm when it is at its strongest.

It’s advice that doesn’t only apply when you’re abroad. Doctors say many people they see with skin cancer have never left the UK.

The problem is now so bad that Britain has launched its first cancer beach patrol in South Wales. If the pilot scheme is successful it could be extended nationwide.

Since June, teams of nurses and volunteers from the local charity MAC (Melanoma Awareness Campaign) have patrolled five beaches on the Gower Peninsula with UV monitors and good advice.

Called Molewatch — because a mole changing shape or bleeding is one of the first obvious signs of skin cancer — the £19,000 initiative follows the lead set by more sun-aware countries such as Australia and the US.

MAC’s chairman Graham Jones launched Molewatch after his daughter Nicola, a 36-year-old nurse, died from skin cancer.

He says: "We see so many sunburnt people on the beach, but they think it is a small price to pay for having a tan.

"A tan is not healthy — even a light tan is a sign that skin is being damaged."

Dr Dafydd Jones, consultant dermatologist at Singleton Hospital in Swansea, adds: “This week we have seen a lot of sunburnt people, particularly children which is worrying as bad sunburn in childhood is linked with melanoma later.

"I have seen people with such bad blisters on their legs that if they told me that they had poured a kettle of boiling water on them I would have believed them.

"Katie Chambers of the Health Education Authority’s Sun Know How Campaign agrees: “People think the sun isn’t strong in Britain so don’t use sunscreen. Research shows 54 per cent of sunburn cases happen at home and in another survey 35 per cent of adults didn’t realise they were burning until too late.

"The best protection is to cover up completely or wear total sunblock. But you have to be realistic — most people want a tan.

"Sunscreens offer some protection by increasing the length of time you can stay in the sun without burning. Sunscreen should be applied thickly and evenly over exposed areas before you go out in the sun — and it must be reapplied regularly, especially after swimming.

"Olive skin which tends well should never use less than Sun Protection Factor 8, and pale skins no less than 15.

"Even if you’re dressed, you have to be careful. A thick cotton T-shirt gives an SPF of around 15 while a thin, gauzy material only gives an SPF of about 3.

"The Sun Know How campaign has launched a range of clothing which has UV meters which change colour when the sun’s rays become too strong. Lips, noses and bald patches should be covered in sunblock and sunglasses must be labelled for British standard BS5274-1987.

“Fifty-six per cent of women who develop melanoma are affected on the backs of the legs, so long skirts or trousers are wise.

"If you’re sitting in the shade, UV rays can bounce off sand, water and buildings, so the above precautions still apply.

"It’s advice worth taking if you don’t want to become yet another skin cancer statistic.

"The growing hole in the ozone layer — caused by chemicals in the stratosphere — increases the risks of sunburn.

"Sunlight contains two types of ultraviolet rays. The first, UVA, penetrates deep into the skin and can cause it to become wrinkled and leathery.

UVA is the main cause of sunburn and premature ageing.

"If your body does not produce sufficient melanin — because your skin is fair-skinned or try to tan too quickly — the skin burns.

"Generally people with fair or red hair, blue eyes and freckles are most sun-sensitive. Children are particularly vulnerable.

Dr Andrew Bulman co-author of a Department of Health Report into the health risks of sunbathing, says the high price of a tan is not worth paying.

"Our research links the desire for a tan with a doubling of the risk of burning," he says.

"A more thoughtful attitude to tanning needs to develop if we want healthy skin for ourselves and our children later in life.

"The Baywatch brigade look fabulous now, but in 20 years’ time the pale and interesting types will have the last laugh.

Diagram 6
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June is the worst month for sunburn cases in Britain. More ultraviolet rays reach the Earth's surface because of damage to the ozone layer.

Adults today have a five per cent greater chance of sun damage than the previous generation. The risk to children is 10-15 per cent higher.

Sunburn damage is permanent and irreversible. Fair-haired people and children are most at risk. They are unable to produce enough melanin.

In 1994, 4,438 new cases of malignant melanoma were diagnosed in the UK (women: 2,722; men: 1,716). Malignant melanoma is responsible for three times as many deaths a year as non-melanoma skin cancer. In 1992, 1,142 people in Britain died of malignant melanoma.

Over the last 10 years there has been a 50% increase in the number of people dying from malignant melanoma.

Diagram 7
Daily Mirror Page 5 & 6
Friday June 30, 1995
Girl must live in darkness
— daylight causes her skin to blister!
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THE SUN FRIEND OR FOE

...daylight causes her skin to blister!

Girl must live in darkness

Sunburn tragedy at beach

A SUNBATHER baked to death yesterday after he fell asleep on a nudist beach.

Diagram 8
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The Very Thing That Colors The Bark On Trees Brown, And The Soil Of The Earth, And The Fowl Of The Air, And The Fish Of The Sea, And Every Thing That Lives And Dies. It Does Not Matter What Color Your Skin Appears To Be, Because All Genes In All Creatures On Earth Have Melanin, Because All Things Are Coated With Melanin. Melanin Was A Gift To You From The ANUNNAQI ELOHEEM. And The Scientist That Protect It Are Called DUNAAKIAL, Also Called THE BENEVOLENT ONES, (Whom I Will Speak Of Later In The Text) Residents Of Shamballah And Aghaarta.

Melanin Is A Gift Being The Finest Of The Refined Chemicals Known To Your Species. There Are Six Different Types Of Melanin Carrying Beings That I Wish To Speak About, All Of Different Hues. From Very Dark Brown To The Blackest Of Blacks. They Are Found In The Depths Of The Land Of Nubia Called Africa Today, And The Land Of The Frogs Called North America. They Live Near The Equator. From The Land Of Kemet, Where The Original Nubian, Those Of The Black Hue Do Dwell. From Kuwsh, The Land Of The Original Ethiopians Those Of The Greenish Hue. From Nigerians, Those Of The Brown Hue, From The Bushmen Of Zimbabwe Those Of The Yellow Hue, From The Sudanese, Those With The Copper Tone, Reddish Brown Hue, To Blacks Of The Western Hemisphere And On All Over The World, Because Of Mixing With The Original Hopi Tribes Of Native Americans As Well As Mixing With The Cursed Seed Of Canaan The Caucasians; The Wrongly Called Negro, Varies In Shades Of All Of The Above, All Produce An Abundance Of Melanin In The Skin.

Ques: Do People With Melanin Wrinkle Faster?

Ans: No. In Most Cases People With An Abundant Amount Of Melanin, Wrinkling Does Not Become A Factor About Up Until The Age Of Sixty. This Inheritance Of Melanin Is Inherited From Generation To Generation. Again You Have A Caucasian Who Has Blonde Hair And Blue Eyes, Descendants From The Flugelrods, These Flugelrods, Now Living In A Cavern Beneath The Antarctic, The Fathers Of The Nordic Race, Not To Be Confused With The Canaanites Whose Leprosy Is The Results Of A Curse Of Albinism, Cast Upon Ham The Father Of Canaan By Utnafigsttim, Called Noah After The Craft That Rested Down On The Surface Of The Earth. There Are People Who Try To Reduce The Importance Of Melanin, These Are The Beings On The Planet With The Least Amount Of Melanin. They Control Propaganda, And The Media Which Tries To Hide The Very Word Melanin.

Ques: What About The People On The Planet Of Today?

Ans: In Parts Of Africa, India, And Australia The Deposits Of Melanin In The Skin Is Heaviest Because The People Have Been Exposed To The Most Intense Sunlight For Generations. Northern Europeans Have The Least Amount Of Deposits In Their
Skin and are lighter, not to mention their weather is cloudy, and cool. The thickness of the outer layer of the skin is also a factor. People with darker skin complexions have thicker layers of skin. And this factor alone enhances the skin filtering effect. The thinner the skin the least melanin. When the skin is very thin, the blood vessels show through and give a pinkish color. When an individual adapts to the shifting of the intensity of the sunlight, the skin becomes darker because they are exposed to more sunlight. That's how you get suntans, because it's the result of both thickening and increasing the melanin in the skin. Keratin, is the substance the nails of the fingers and toes are made of. It also appears in the outer layer of the skin. When keratin deposits are heavy, the skin has a yellowish, brown shade, as in the Mongolian populations. They have adapted along a different pathway to avoid the damaging effects of ultraviolet light. The reddish hue of the native Americans results from a combination of keratin and melanin deposits.

Ques: What do you mean they are trying to avoid the damaging effects of ultraviolet light? What does melanin have to do with ultraviolet light or ultraviolet radiation?

Ans: Listen, first of all the DNA molecule, or the spiral, or genetic code, or makeup all are covered with melanin. One of the things that melanin does is it actually absorbs ultraviolet radiation. Melanin is constantly reaching out towards the ultraviolet rays of the sun. Ultraviolet radiation has been found to be dangerous to protein. When protein is passed through ultraviolet radiation it actually causes the molecule to bend. Just like you have women and men who go to hairdressers, killing their ethers just to get a fancy hair style. Don't go off the deep end because a lot of times when I say things people take it to the extreme. I'm not telling you what you should or should not do with your hair, because you're going to do what you want to do anyway, but if you choose to go to hairdressers and get up under these strange lights and you have to wear a special kind of glasses with it because of the ultraviolet radiation.

When your ethers are exposed to the chemical or protein structure in those perms and tents it causes it to lock into a certain position, then your hair will not change. That's the same thing that happens to your chromosomes or genes when ultraviolet rays are exposed to the chromosomes or the genes. In order for your genes to be able to do what they are supposed to do naturally, they have to be able to change. But when they are exposed to ultraviolet radiation they can't. Thus when the time or need comes for it to change, they will not be able to change, and it will manifest as all kinds of deformities in your bodies.

Ques: Can anything besides ultraviolet radiation affect your melanin?

Ques: Is There Anything That Can Help If My Melanin Is Toxic?


Ques: Does Melanin Have Any Distinguishing Traits?


Ques: What Is The Difference Between A Nubian Who Has Melanin, And A Caucasian That Is Lacking Melanin?

Ans: There Are Many Different Theories Concerning The Color Of Skin, For Instance, The Belief That One's Skin Color Makes The Difference Between A Nubian Person And A Pale Person. Some Believe That The Climate In Which You Live Determines The Color Of Your Skin. There Are Also Those Who Believe That Under The Human Skin Everything Is The Same, While Others Believe That The Pale Man's Skin Is Transparent, Allowing A Variety Of Colors To Be Seen, Because Of A Lack Of Pigmentation (Melanin) In His Skin. This Is Why They Are Called The "Colored Man." A Nubian's Skin, On The Other Hand, Is Composed Of Hues (Hues Is A Gradation Of Shades, Not Colors - Koran 84:22; 70:13). Also, The Climate In Which You Live In Does Not Determine The Color Of Your Skin Because A Pale Man Cannot Stay Under The Sun For A Long Period Of Time Before His Skin Starts To Burn.
Ques: I Overstand My Responsibility As A Nubian, However, Ultimately What Is The Difference Between Nubians Who Have Melanin, And The Pale Man Who Also Has Melanin, Yet Are Melanin Recessive?

Ans: This Gift Of Melanin, A Refined Chemical Is Located In The Body And In The Environment. What's Unique Is Caucasians Only Use The Visible Spectrum Because They Do Not Process Light Or Sound Within Their Bodies. So They Create Fictitious Light From Television And Radio, And Try To Tell You, The Nubian That It Is Impossible To Process Sound Or Light Within The Body. They Had To Create These Things Outside Of Themselves Like Microwaves Because They Naturally Don't Have It. It Is In Your Melanin That The Ability To Process Light And Sound Exist.

It Is The Full Spectrum Of Light When Personifying In A Physical State Manifests As Blackness. Meaning When All Forms Of Lights Are Combined They Appear Black. On This Planet Called Earth The Solid Form Of Light Is Melanin. That's Why Dirt Is Black People, The Adamah Of The Ground. Beings With Melanin In Their Skin Are What You Refer To As Black. However When The Visible Spectrum Of Light Appears, And Manifest Altogether As White Light. This Is No Coincidence That Beings On This Planet Called Earth That Are Pale Skinned Are Reflecting The Visible Light Spectrum. We Know The Wavelength Frequency Of Energy People Without Melanin Possesses Can Be Measured At 400 To 700 Nanometers. That Is The Frequency Of Light That Their Body Is Made Out Of. However, You The Nubian Wavelength Frequency Vibrates From In 000.1 Miles To 3100 Miles. That's The Difference!

Ques: What Is A Nanometer?

Ans: A Nanometer Is 1 X (10 To The Power Of - 9) Meter. Wavelengths Of About 450 Nanometers (Reddish Blue), 530 Nm (Green), And 570 Nm (Greenish Yellow) Exist. Light At These Wavelengths Do Not Look Pure, You Cannot Predict From The Appearance Of One Such Wavelength What A Mixture Of Two Or More Will, Or Should Look Like.

Ques: What Is An Electromagnetic Spectrum?


Ques: What Is The Visible Light Spectrum?

Ans: Within This Visible Light Spectrum There Are Colors, That Are Divided Into 3 Primary Colors, And Their Complementary Colors Which Is What We See.
THE MELANIN-ITE CHILDREN

Yellow, Blue, Red, Green, Orange, And Purple. It Runs From 400 Nanometers To 700 Nanometers In Wave Length. Listen If You Break It Down And Take That Visible Spectrum, And Put It Into A Prism. It Will Break Itself Down Into 6 Colors.

Ques: Is This Light, And Electromagnetic Activity The Same?

Ans: Yes. This Light And Electromagnetic Activity Are One And The Same. You Can Determine The Different Types Of Light, By Their Wave Length. Comic Rays Are The Shortest, And The Longest Are Electric Power.

Ques: Is It Just These Two?


Ques: What Does All Of This Mean?


Ques: What Other Qualities Make It Unique?
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To Think That Your Getting Hot, Because Your Exposed To Extreme Amounts Of Heat Is Stupid. You Were Given This Melanin To Aid You.


Ques: In What Ways Are We Different?

Ans: We, The Nubians And The Colored Men (Paleman), Or The Black Man, Are Totally Different Beings. We Breathe, Live, Walk, Talk, Think, Etc. Differently. Color Or The Absence Of Melanin Does Not Make You The Evil One, Your Actions Do. That's Why There Are Black And Pale Devils. Do Not Let Them Fool You By Saying The Pale Man Is The Origin Of The Devil Because They Are Not, The Brown Man Is! However, The War Between The Men Called The Black Man, The East Indian, And The Man Called White; The Pale Man, Or European, Is Not Your War Nubian. It Is A War Between Man And Mankind. You Are Deities. They Teach You To Worship In Fear Of Your Deity, Not Out Of Sincere Love Of Your Deities. These Practices Led To Fear And Intimidation Which In Turn Gave Birth To Another Kind Of Worship - Reincarnation, Over Exaggerated Disciplines Called Yoga And Patma Yoga Where One Emulates Deformed Beings. Or Piercing At The Sun Until They Can No Longer See Or Fast Until The Poisons Overcome Their Bodies And Call This Foolishness Perfection. This Is The Mother Of Religious Disciplines. What Fools You Mortals Be.

THE ORIGIN OF THE BLACK MAN

Ques: How Did The Black Man Come About?

Ans: When You Say The Black Man, I Want You To Overstand That The Black Man Does Not Refer To Us, The Original NUBIAN, (PTAHITE ETHIOPIAN CUSHITE), The MELANIN-ITE CHILDREN, Who Are The Original Descendants
Of The WOOLY HAIR ED BEINGS, Bearing Nine Ether, Or 9 To The Ninth Power Of Nine \(9^9\), The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM. The Original Blackman Is The Straight Haired Black Skinned HINDU, Went To Kingu, The Moon, Some 66 Billion Years Ago From Their 6th Planet SINGH, Of PROCYON The 8th Brightest Star, In CANIS MINOR. They Call It NIRVANA. These Black Skinned Straight Haired Beings Have 6 Ether Hair. It Was 76 Billion Years Ago These Hindus Were On Their Planet, And They Stayed On Their Planet For Only 10 Billion Years. Yet Because Of Conflict Over Power In The 66 Billionth Year Some Of These Straight Haired Beings Left Their Planet, Only To Arrive On KINGU (SHESHQI), Originally Called LUNAR, Today Called "The Moon", (Refer To "THE HOLY TABLETS").

Diagram 9

Procyone

Ques: How Long Did These Hindu Demons Reside On The Moon?

Ans: They Stayed On Kingu For 600 Years Or 6 Days. For Each Day Is Equivalent To 100 Years Of Their Time. However They Caused So Much Confusion On The Moon That They Were Deported. They Arrived On This Planet, Then Called QI, Today Called Earth 56 Billion Years Ago. Upon Arriving To The Planet Called Earth They Set Up What Is Called Chaldea, "Land Of The Demons", Then Moved On To Bali, In Indonesia. And These Hindus And Their Descendants Were Multiplying On The Surface Of The Planet Earth, Then Called TIAMAT. These Hindu Demons To You Would Be Extra-Terrestrials, Or Extra Terra-Astrals Or Beings Outside Of Terra- Another Name For Earth, (Refer To "The Holy Tablets" Chapter Three, Karama, The Scientist).
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**Diagram 10**

Chaldea

**Ques:** What Happened To Their Descendants?

**Ans:** These Hindus' Descendants Mixed In With The Enosite Women Of The Dogon Tribes, Who Produced The Cuthites Which Is The Tribe Of Atum And Lillith, The Parents Of Zakar Also Known As Adam, The Disagreeable Enosite. They Had To Breed A Child Called Zakar By The Name Kadmon By Way Of Semjasa Or Atum And Lillith, The Rulers Of The Mortals In That Land Who Were Of A Mixed Tribe, From The Three Hundred Anaqi That Followed Enqi. Those Hindu Eloheem, Anaqi Who Took Kishite, Also Called Cushite, Or Enosites Women, From Sawdeh The Outer Field Of The Dogon Tribe, And Raped Them.

**Ques:** What Happened When These Beings Came And Raped Them?

**Ans:** When These Beings Came And Raped The Women, They Told Them That They Were Called Nommus And That They Came From The Star Sirius, A Star With One Active Planet Called Nirvana, Home Of Those Original Hindus. These Disagreeable Beings Did Not Stay In The Court Of Anu, Elyown Elyown El, And They Did Not Obey Anu, Elyown Elyown El.

Three Of The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Were Sent To Fashion Zakar, Adam Which Means Ground Or Soil And Nekaybaw, (The Superior Beings). The First Being Sent Was The ANUNNAQI Nusqu, Who Bore The Title GABRIY'EL. Nusqu Was Commanded To Bring A Handful Of Loam Endowed With Different Qualities From The Surface Of The Earth. Nusqu Started On Wings Of Haste On A Craft Called "Sham" From His Place, Traversing The Constellations Of The Skies And Elemental Orbs. Upon Arriving On The Surface Of The Earth, Nusqu Went To The Tribe Of
The Atumites, He Stretched Forth His Hands To Execute The Command. This Fearful Attempt Moved The Vapors Imprisoned For Ages In The Bowels Of The Earth (Adamite), And Caused A Terrible Earthquake, Arguments Where On, The Soil (Adamite) Interrogated Nusqu Who Replied, "The YAHUWA Of The ANUNNAQI, ELOHEEM Intends To Create A Human From Thee: To Dignify His Head With The Diadem Of Khalifaship, Successorship, And To Adorn His Stature With The Robe Of Magnificence." And The Atumites Enjoined, "I Have Refuge With Yahuwa From Thee: I Adjure By The YAHUWA Of The ELOHEEM To Desist From His Purpose, Lest He Create Of Me An Individual Who Would, Like The Sons Of The Luciferians (Kafiruwna) Attempt Stratagems Of Disobedience, And Would Consequently Be Punished And Condemned. I Have Not The Power To Resist The Wrath Of Yahuwa And The Punishment Of The Most High Ruler." Nusqu Heard The Entreaties Of The Earth, And Pitying Its Helplessness, Returned The Same Way By Which He Had Descended And Laid His Information Before The Yahuwa Of The ELOHEEM.

The ANUNNAQI, MALACHI ZODOQ Also Descended Upon The Planet Earth, And The Same Thing Took Place And He Returned. Both The Ambassadors Went To Talk To The Cuthites, However They Did Not Agree. The Cuthites Rejected The Ambassadors Gabriy'El Zodoq Son Of Rasi'El And Zamma'El, And Miyka'El Zodoq Son Of Enqi And Damkina, Who Were Called El's Muslimuwn.

So, Enqi, Who Is Also Known As Izraa'el Then Came To The Two Tribes And Asked The Same Question The Tribes Again Implored And The Earth Began To Lament And Cry. Enqi Said, "It Is More Incumbent Upon Me To Obey The
Nourisher Than To Have Pity On Thee." Accordingly, He Collected A Handful Of Black Mud From The Surface Of The Earth Combined Of Different Colors And Properties. This Is Where Enqi Received The Name Angel Of Death. Izraa'el Was Command To Depart For He Had Became The Angel Of Death. At This Command Izraa'el Began To Weep, Saying, "Among The Children Of Adam, There Will Be Prophets Who Will Undoubtedly Hate Me On This Account," And Yahuwa Rejoined, "I Shall Send So Many Complaints And Diseases Upon Human, That On No Enmity For Thee, And None Of Their Deed Will Be Cause Of Grief To Thee." Yet, They Could Not Refuse Enqi Himself, Also Known As Izraa'el Zodoq Son Of Anu And Id, 'Because The Cuthites Were Of The Disagreeable Nature. They Were Called El's Kaafiruwn, "Those Who Conceal What They Know To Be True"

Zakar (Adam) Son Of Atum And Lillith (Not To Be Mistaken With The Lilith Of 200 Fallen Eloheem), And Nekaybaw (Eve) Daughter Of Ptah And Anath Were Born Of The Two Tribes Of Ptahites (Cushites), And Atumites, (Cuthites), But Were Taken To The Land Of Kodesh To Be Raised Away From Their Kindred (Agreeable And Disagreeable Eloheem). Most People Are Under The Impression That The Enclosed Garden Is Some Mystical Place. In The Time Of Zakar And Nekaybaw, This Garden Was Located On Earth And Was Known As Gan (ג) The Enclosed Garden. Gan Is Known As Arabia Today. (סודן, Saw-Deh) The Outer Field Called Outer Field Or Sudan) Today Is Known As Africa, Or Ganawa. (The Garden)
This was the land mass that had split. The name has been changed to the Land of Africa. If the planet was off its 23 degree axis, to go from Nubia to the Persian Gulf would be upward.

The Two Tribes

Figure 7
Ptah

Figure 8
Anath

Figure 9
Nekaybaw
Nekaybaw Was Residing In Kadesh, Called Sinai Today In Jerusalem, From Age 1-18. She Had A Playmate Named "Anat" Daughter Of Mami And Udum, Who Considered Nekaybaw A Dear Friend. After Zakar Was 21 And Nekaybaw Was 18 They Were Taken Down Into The Land Of Gan (Arabia Today) To Be Raised. At This Time There Were Many Tribes Of Agreeable Eloheem And Disagreeable Eloheem Roaming The Earth.
When Nekaybaw Was About To Leave For Gan (The Enclosed Garden) Anat Gave Her A Gift. The Gift Was Called Taniyn, A Lizard, Serpent Like Creature, That Stands Erect Like A Man. Haylal (Sama’el) Utilized This Creature To Speak To Nekaybaw. If You're Wondering How This Is Possible, Then You Should Wonder If A Creature Like This Still Exists.
In The Islands Of Indonesia, On The Island Of Komodo, There Lives The Largest Living Lizard Creature Today, Called The Komodo Dragon. It Stands Erect And Grows As Tall As 10 Feet High, They Run And Walk On Two Just Like Men. The Komodo Dragon Sheds Skin Just Like A Snake. The Komodo Dragon Has Another Trait That The Snake Has. Its Skin Comes In Multi-Colors, Just Like Serpents.

The Komodo Dragon Is Not Extinct. It Is What The Taniyn Creature Is Compared To Today. Haylal (Sama'el) Son Of Shakhar (Tarnush) And Mylitta, Utilized This Creature To Convince Nekaybaw To Partake Of The Forbidden Fruit, That The Eloheem Told Her Not To Eat. We're Not Giving You Spookism, Just The Facts, That's What Right Knowledge Is About. This Is Also The Symbol Of The Serpent In The Garden And It Still Exists, And It Is Not Mythology. Even With All The Evil And Wicked Ways You Will Not Be Able To Indoctrinate Us With Lies Anymore, Not Even With The Cunningness You Used In The Garden.

Figure 16
The Komodo Dragon

Figure 17
Dragon On The Gate Of Ishtar
This Dragon Was Depicted On The Gate Of Ishtar, In Ancient Babylonian Times. This Is The Myth, But The Komodo Dragon Is Real And It Exists Today. That's Right Knowledge. Haylal (Sama'el) Told Nekaybaw That She Would Be Like The Eloheem, Knowing Agreeable And Disagreeable. Haylal (Sama'el) Did Not Lie To Nekaybaw, He Just Made Evil Fairseeming. Nekaybaw At This Point Was Of The Agreeable ELOHEEM. Nergal Who Had Became Ruler Of The Cuthites A Disagreeable Tribe. Ninti And Enqi Were On The Surface Of Eridu, Falsely Called Earth. While Arishkegal And Nergal Were In Zuab Or Abzu. All Of Them Were The Children Of Anu Who Were Rulers Of The Skies: The Enkiduites Were Of A Barbaric Nature And They Stood Seven Feet Tall. And Were Covered With Six Ether Fur, From Head To Toe.

Ques: Why Did These Enkiduites Come To This Planet?

Ans: The Enkiduites Originally Came To Tiamat, Which Is Now Called Earth To Hunt Dinosaurs And Other Pre-Historic Animals, And They Loved It So Much They Claimed It As Home. The Ptahites, Also Known As Kishites, Were On Tiamat, Now Called Earth When The Enkiduites Arrived. The Ptahites Came From The Original Genus-Homo, A Being That Emerged From The Water, Who Stood Four Feet Tall.
And Were Called Pygmy; Yet They Possessed A Passive Nature. The Scientist Bred Two Extreme Natures; The Barbaric Enkiduìtes, Six Ether, And The Passive Ptahtìes, Nine Ether To Get Homo Erectus, Which Were The Upright Beings. The Nature Of The Six Ether Homo Erectus Were Extremely Barbaric From The Original Hindus. Thus They Were Called Behemoth The Beast Of The Field, Who Was Also Bred Into What Became Later Known As Hulub Flugelrods.

JONAH 3:8

"BUT LET AW-DAWM (ADAMITE "EARTHLING") WA (AND) BE-HAY-MAW (HUMAN BEAST, NON SPEAKING MAMMAL) BE QAwä-SAwä (COVERED) WITH SAQ (SACKCLOTH), WA (AND) QAwä-RAW (CRY) KHEZ-QÅW (MIGHTILY) TO ELOHEEM: YEA, LET THEM SHOOB (TURN) EESH (MALE LIVING BEING) FROM HIS RAH (DISAGREEABLE) DEH-REQ (BEHAVIOR), WA (AND) FROM THE KHÄW-MAwCE (ACTION) THAT IS IN THEIR QÄF (PALMS).

But Let All Adamites "Earthlings" And Behaymaw "Human Beast- Non Speaking Mammals" Be Covered With Sackcloth, And Cry Mightily To The Eloheems: Yea, Let Them Turn Male Living Being From His Disagreeable State Of Behavior, And From The Action That Of His Hands.

Right Translation In Aramic (Hebrew) By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"BUT LET THE MAN AND BEAST BE COVERED WITH SACKCLOTH, AND CRY MIGHTILY UNTO GOD: YEA, LET THEM TURN EVERYONE FROM HIS EVIL WAY, AND FROM THE VIOLENCE THAT IS THEIR HANDS.

The Melanin-Ite Children

Many Dunaakial Stayed Others Branched Off Into Tribes And Moved Nearer The Surface And Set Up Their Caverns. And Even Others Went Surface And Mixed With Surface Beings. They Settled Through Out The Continent Of Africa And Became Known As The Danakial, Today Called The Danakil And Dongalawiy, Dongala, Or The Donogala Tribe Of Northern Sudan And Spread As Far As Down As Northern Ethiopia, Ether-Utopia.

Ques: Who Are The Danakil?

Ans: The Melanin-Ite Being Referred To As The Danakil Of Today Are Descendants Of A Group Of Benevolent Beings In The Center Of The Earth Called Dunaakial. The Danakil Are The Original People Of Havilah Same As The Dongalowa Or The Fuzzy Wuzzy. They Are The Same Tribe And People, Your Original Family. The Danakil Migrated South And Lived Amongst The Tribe Of Cush, Thus You Have Amongst This Tribe Of Danakil People With Round Faces, Round Eyes And Round Noses. They Were Both The Tribe Of Judah And The Tribe Of Dan. Genesis 35:22-25, Who Migrated With Them, And Became Known As The Falashas After Their Entry Into Ethiopia Which Both Tribes Became The Danakil.

Ques: What Do You Mean The Caverns Of The Earth?

Ans: There Are Caverns In The Earth Where Beings Live. The Planet Earth Is Hollow And Has A Sun 600 Miles In Diameter, The Earth's Radius Is 3,963 Miles From The Pyramids In Kemet (Egypt) Today, And Did You Know That There Are Many Other Sub-Terranean Cities On The Planet Earth. It Also Has A North
And South Pole Entrance That Leads Into The Inner City Aghaarta (اعارة) "Through The Hole". The Temple Within This Sub-Terranean World Is Called "The Golden Place" (واليات) Waalhaala "Place Of Illumination" Or "With The Golden Aura" Which Is Located In The Capital Called "Shamballah (شمالانه) "Scented By Allah". It Is Also Known As ESHARRA.

Diagram 11
"Depiction Of Shamballah"

I Know Your Probably Wondering Where Is Shamballah. Shamballah As Previously Stated Is The Capital Of The Biggest Sub-Terranean World Called Aghaarta, Located Inside The Earth. Aghaarta Means "Through The Hole", Being That There Are Many Entrances That Lead To Sub-Terranean Worlds. This 'Palace Of Illumination' Within The Earth Has A Central Sun. In Order To Enter These Secret Cities You Must Know Where The Entrances Are, Like The Polar Regions. These Entrances Will Lead You To A Whole Different Tropical Environment. Thus, Aghaarta Is Not Shamballah, As Many Would Have You Believe. It Is Well
Known. It's Even Used Today In Movies And Comic Book. Amorites Know About It. It's Your Nubian Who Don't. In Fact The Evil Reptilians The Malevolent Beings Has Made Many Attempts To Get You The Nubian To Deny The Existence Of Anu, The Most High, El Elohim, Or Allah, And To Curse Him Having Haitians Calling On A Cobra God Of Wisdom And Fertility Named "Damballah". There Are A Half-Million Who Are Involved In Sorcery-Voodoo (Hoodoo In Haiti). When They Say Damballah They Are Really Saying "Curse Allah". Dam In Reverse You Get Mad. Dam Is To Block. Damn Is The Curse Or Block Good From You. The Haitians Are The Original Nigerians From Yoruba. Their God Is Obatallah Or King Allah. Isn't It Coincidental That These God's Damballah And Obatallah Are So Close To The Name Of The City That Exist In The Center Of The Earth- Shamballah. There Are No Co-Incidents, The Evil Reptilians Wants To Turn You From Acknowledging And Worshipping The Most High.

Figure 21
Depiction Of Damballah
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In the past, there were 8 caverns, to date, there are far many more. Shamballah is a galactical United Nations, as opposed to a Earth surface United Nations. Shamballah has the largest library and medical library on this side of the galaxy. It has climate control, for there are no volcanoes and earthquakes.

Ques: Are there any creatures living down there?

Ans: Funny you should say that. As a human being you often refer to things you don't know about as creatures, or monsters or unknown being, better yet extra beings on earth, not like yourself, or extraterrestrials. Within the caverns of the earth, you'll find the Shuyukh referred to as the Elders who were originally called the Rizqiyians, who originally left Rizq and took residence in Shamballah, but eventually had to set up their own cavern. And you'll also find the Duwaani and the Deros, originally called Sumuwnean, or Saamiyn. And the Dunaakial who also came from Rizq, and the Teros, as they are called by the Al manee, Germans. However, originally they are called Sunaynans or Siyinyn, and the Flugelrods or Haalabeans or Hulub.

Ques: Who are the Shuyukh that you speak of?

Ans: The Shuyukh are the Elders, I have taught you our existence before in other books. I'm just giving you another name for them. They are the Rizqiyians from the planet Rizq in the 19th galaxy Illyuwn. I told you in 'Man From Planet Rizq' Scroll #80 that we are able to manipulate our DNA's and RNA's, so that we can live to be hundreds of years, however we don't age like you, our time is different, that's another book. On earth from the moment you're born you are dying. (Unlike humans we know that death is an illness, you just refuse to accept that death has a cure or can be prolonged. We know the secrets to life and death.

We have the ability to speak any language and we communicate telepathically. We communicate in tones. A Rizqiyian's body is always vibrating at a certain tone, which we use to communicate and when frustrated we learn to tune in on a certain tone to bring down the vibration of the body and just focus on one tone. You the melanin-ite children are our descendants. As I begin to describe what we look like you will see that we are your forefathers. We have dark reddish on earth or green olive tone skin while on Rizq. Our overall appearance is that of a human being, yet you sense something distant in our eyes. We have very dark pupils, slightly slanted and can be slightly larger than humans. And our hair is silver, white to black and wavy.
Figure 22
The Rizqiyians-The Shuyukh "Elders"

Ques: Are There Different Species Of Shuyukh?

Ans: I Think I Overstand What You're Trying To Ask. You Mean Like Human Beings. Because There Are Different Races Of People, Like Black, White, Etc. Etc.
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I'm Telling You Different Names Because As Time Has Passed Different People Have Given Us Different Names. I Want You To Be Able To Hear Each Name And Still Be Able To Know Who Is Who. If You Are Not Careful They Meaning The Evil Luciferians, Reptilians, The Satans, The Devils, Etc. Who Also Has Many Names Will Try To Trick You, And Distort The Facts. Just Like They Did With The Many Names Of The Most High. They Gave You Allah, El Eloh, Jehovah, And Buddha, God, Deity, Theos, Yaweh, Adonai, Rab, Mazda, Brahma, Ishtar, Amon Ra, Chango, Christ, And The List Can On And On. Then They Separated You By Religions, Then Cultures, Then Colors. They Call You Black, Latino, Jamaican's, Orientals, Indians, You All Have One Thing In Common. You Are All Melanin-ites, Or Have Melanin In You, Even Amorites Have Melanin, Because They Are A Product Of You Genetically. Unlike You We Do Not Have A Genetic Makeup. We All Look Alike. Unlike Here On Your Planet Where You Have All Different Kinds Of Animals, Creatures, Species, Which Is Why You Look Different, (Refer To "Shamballah And Agharta--Cities Within The Earth" Scroll # 131).

Ques: Is It Just The Elders Who Live Inside The Earth?

Ans: No You Have Other Beings Living There Also. You Have The Duwaanis, That Originally Came Form The Constellation Canis Major.

Ques: Duwaanis?

Ans: Yes! Duwaanis. I Met One Once. His Name Was Sinclair, He Could Recite Shakespeare. He Is The Chief. The Duwaanis Study Intensely. The Elite Of The Human Race, Is What They Aspire To Be Like, Thus They Study Fine Arts, Etc. Yet They Have No Interest Whatsoever To Co-Exist With You, For They Feel That The Humans That Reside On The Surface Of The Earth, Are Nothing But Killers Without A Purpose. They Are Very Aware Of Everything That Is Happening Up Here On The Surface. You Probably Can't Imagine This, However The Duwaanis Look A Lot Like Porcupines, Because Their Hair Sticks Straight Up Like The Quills Of A Porcupine. What It Is, Is, They Suffer From Hirsutism, The Disorder That Covers The Entire Body With Hair.
Figure 23
Sinclair - The Chief Of The Duwaani Tribe
Figure 24
The Duwaani Tribe
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Many People On The Surface Of The Earth Have This Disorder, And Wonder Where It Came From. Well You Don't Have To Wonder Anymore. I'm Just Here To Give You The Facts. Take It Or Leave It. I Know, It's Frighting. You've Been Living Under The Spell For So Long When The Truth Come You Want To Turn Your Back On It. You Read The Tabloids, Or Those Freak Of Nature Books, Or They Exploit Them As Circus Side Shows, Never Realizing This Just Didn't Happen By Accident. This Is Where You Get Your Leprechauns Who Are Gnomes Or Dwarfs.

Ques: Is That Where Dwarfism Came About?

Ans: Yes! They Mixed In With People On The Surface. That's How The Disorder Dwarfism Came About. The Duwaani Who Bears An Abundance Of Melanin Are About The Size Of A Pygmy For They Are Related To The Pygmy. The Duwaanis Study You. That Is The Elite Of You. They Believe That One Day They Will Take Over The Surface Of The Planet Earth.

Ques: Will They?

Ans: You Tell Me! Just Listen To You. Scared? They're Not The Only Beings That Feels That Way. There Are Other Beings That Live Inside The Earth That Feel The Same Way. You Have A Group Of Insane Cave Dwellers Called The Sumuwenan, Or Saamiym, Better Known As The Abandon Deros Or Simply "Deros". Which Is Just A Combination Of "Detrimental" And "Robots". They Claim That The Planet Earth Was Theirs And Will Be Again.

Ques: Are They Similar To The Duwaanis?

Ans: No!

Ques: I Mean Are They Friendly Do They Look Like The Duwaani?

Ans: No! You Assume Because The Duwaani Are Small That, That Means They Are Friendly, Or That You Will Be Able To Defeat Them. Never Underestimate Any Other Living Creature, But That's How Human Beings Are. I've Told You One Day The Insects Are Going To Take Over And They Are Not Even A Fraction Of Your Size. To Answer Your Question, No. The Deros Are Completely Different Beings. The Deros Are Hatched From Very Large Eggs.

Ques: What Do You Mean Large Eggs?

Ans: The Eggs Can Be As Large As 6 Feet And As Small As 4 Feet In Diameter. So I Guess You Can Imagine What Size They Are When They Are Born. They Grow 7 Feet And Are Extremely Obese. And They Are Not Very Peaceful, For A
Lack Of A Better Words And They Have A Strong Dislike For Human Beings. Actually They Are Very Human In Appearance, Yet Far From It.

Figure 25
Yabahaan- The Chief Of The Deros
Figure 26
A Tribe Of Deto That Dwell In Caves
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The Dero Have Very Little Melanin. Their Skin Appears Pinkish Grey In Color, Much Like The Corpse Of A Caucasian, And A Pig. Reason Being, They Have Not Been Exposed To The Inner Or Outer Sun. They Live In Caves And Have Degenerated So Much, They Do Not Have Much Intellect.

Ques: What Do The Dero Look Like?

Ans: They Have No Fingernails, Toenails, Nipples, Navel Or Rectum. Their Eyes Are Sliver Grey And Glow In The Dark. They Have No Teeth, And Their Mouths Are Full Of Gummy Slimy Substance. They Are Nocturnal And Can Hear Very Well. Their Trunk Or Nose Is Long, Like That Of An Elephant. Their Insides Are Similar To That Of A Cow. They Have Two Stomachs And Their Digestive Systems Are The Same. Not To Mention Both The Cow And The Dero Chew The Cud.

Ques: What Do You Mean Chew The Cud?

Ans: By That I Mean, When A Cow Eats What Happens Is The Cow Chews Its Food And Goes Through The Initial Stages Of Digestion Where It Reaches A Large Sac That Is Before The True Stomach. They Regurgitate To The Mouth For Further Chewing. They Have Blond Eyebrows. Yet They Have No Hair On Their Bodies. They Have The Disease Trichotillomania And Are Responsible For The Disease Trichinosis And Trichiniasi.

Ques: The Dero Appear To Be Very Large?

Ques: You Mention Two Other Groups Of Beings Earlier, The Dunaakial And The Tero, Who Are They?

Ans: The Dunaakial Whose Original Home Is In The 8th Planet Rizq Of The 19th Galaxy Illyuwn Have An Abundance Of Melanin In Their Skin For They Are Related To Your Fathers, The Wooly Haired Beings Those Who Bear Nine Ether The ANUNNAQI ELOHEEM, Are Benevolent Beings, They Are The Descendants Of Us The SHUYUKH, THE ELDERS, RIZQIYIANS. We Left Some Of Our Hybrids On This Very Planet Earth. They Are Your Dunaakial. They Took Up Residence Within Shamballah. The Center Of The Earth Is A Special Base Controlled By The Dunaakial. And Just Like The Melanin Bearing Beings, Watusi Of The Planet Earth, The Dunaakial Too Are Tall. The Dunaakial Have Very Large Craniums.
The Tero Are Also A Group Of Benevolent Beings Who Lived In An Adjacent Cavern To The Dunaakial. The Sunaynans Or Tero Which Is Short For Integrative Or Constructive, Are A Sub-Surface Race That Usually Keep The Dero
In Check. In Order For The Tero To Keep Their Sanity They Bore Further Into The Earth. However, Due To The Cross Breeding The Tero Took On Different Forms And Others Look So Human They Can Come To The Surface And Not Be Noticed.

Figure 30
A Tribe Of Tero-Sunaynans
Statement: From The Picture It Appears As If They Have Oriental Features.

Allow Me To Explain. A Lot Of Mixing In Took Place In The Heaven, Or What You Refer To As The Heaven. Actually The Tero Come From A Planet Called JOMON In The Star Constellation Called The Red Giant, Or The 4th Brightest Star Simply Called Arcturus Which Is Bootes Constellation. The Atmosphere On Jomon Contributed To Their Children's Breathing Defects As Well As Congenital Heart Disease, And Poor Digestive Systems, Unstable Immune Systems, And Are More Likely To Get Leukemia.

People Of The Planet Earth Normally Have 46 Chromosomes, However Because The Tero's 48 Chromosome Structure Is So Different, When Mixed With Certain Humans, It Resulted In A Defect Called Down's Syndrome, Where The Individual Had 47 Chromosomes. Down's Syndrome Can Be Found In Any Race On The Planet Earth. Just As The Tero Has Many Races. The Tero That Have An Abundance Of Melanin In Their Skin Are Descendants Of The Shuyukh, And Those That Lack Melanin Are The Descendants Of The Flugerlods, Halaabeans Or Hulub.

Ques: You Say The Tero Who Have Melanin In Their Skin Are Descendants Of The Shuyukh, And Those That Lack Melanin Are The Descendants Of The Flugerlods, Halaabeans Or Hulub, Do You Mean That The Two Tribes Mixed In Or Are They A Product Of One Or The Other, As In The Case Of The Adamites?


The Tribes Wanted To Bring About A Peaceful Co-Existence, Thus, The Chief Of The Tero Whose Name Was Laamsa Gave His Daughter To Fuquur The Chief Of The Dunaakial. And Fuquur Gave His Daughter Radiyyah To Laamsa Chief Of The Teros, To Marry His Oldest Son Named Haatif.

Ques: Did Lusinas Have Any Children By Fuquur?

Ans: No! Lusinas Bore Fuquur No Children. She By Shadow Hour Left The Caverns And Went To The Surface And Sought Out Fuquur's Brother Yiskhawk. Yiskhawk Lived In The Best Part Of The Planet, The Enclosed Garden. She Was Welcomed By Yiskhawk, Who Hated His Twin Brother Fuquur. Yiskhawk, Even Though He Knew It Was Wrong Took Lusinas As His Own.
Figure 31
Fuquur Chief Of The Dunaakial Tribe
Figure 32
Laamsa Chief Of The Tero Tribe
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Figure 33
Yishkawk
Father Of Yaaquub

Figure 34
Lusinas
Mother Of Yaaquub

Figure 35
Raddiyya
Daughter Of Fuquur

Figure 36
Haatif
Son Of Laamsa
Figure 37
Yaaquub
The Big Headed Scientist
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Ques: Were They The Only Two Children?

Ans: No! Fuquur and Yiskhawk had five other brothers namely Ammo, Hasiy, Ramah, Akhsad, and Tunday. All save the first two stayed within the caverns. Ammo, who was also a runaway, he lived twenty miles outside of the enclosed garden at the site where the bodies of Adam and Eve are buried called Mount Arafat. There was originally a village within with an illegitimate birth between Yiskhawk and his brother Fuquur's wife Lusinas occurred.
Lusinas Was Mad At Her Father Laamsa For Giving Her Away Because She Wanted To Marry A Tero, Like Herself. Because She Was Angry, She Had A Child By Yiskhawk The Disagreeable, Yet Reformed Brother Of Fuquur. She Did This So That The Child Would Be Of No Benefit To Her Tribe. Many Thought Him Unpleasant To Look Upon.

Ques: Why?

Ans: Yaaquub Who Was Born Hydroinsephelic Having The Head Twice The Size The Size Of His Tribe Members The Dunaakial And The Teros. Because Of It, By No Fault Of His Own, He Got Much Attention, Because He Had The Head The Size Of Two Men When He Grew Up Many Referred To Him As The "Big Head Scientist". He Was Scorned And Mocked Thus He Wanted To Get Revenge On His People.

He Oowed His Peculiar Appearance To The Fact That He Was Mixed. For Teros Were Hydroinsephelic And Yiskhawk Was A Dunaakial, Who Also Had Large Craniums. But His Wife Named Lusinas, Was Herself Disagreeable From The Tribe Of Agreeable Teros, Who Had A Dome Shaped Skull. This Combination Produced The Unightly Yaaquub. The Teros, Lived In An Adjacent Cavern To The Dunaakials. The Tero Lusinas, Refused To Stay Amongst The Dunaakials, For She Was Always Teased About Her Cone Shaped Head. Thus, She Came To The Surface To Seek Out The Surface Dwelling Dunaakial, Brother Of Her Husband Yiskhawk, Was Abstract Looking, Amongst Surface Dwellers, For His Cranium Was Extremely Large. This Mixture Gave Birth To Yaaquub. Yet, They Were The Wisest Of The Wise In That Land. They Referred To Them Simply As The Aliens Because Of Their Contact With The Pleiadeans. Not Only Did Her Son Have A Head The Size Of Two Men, But Two Brains, Both Activated By Visitors From Both Aldebaran And Pleiades. His Name Was Called Yaaquub, Who Was Also Known As Yahakobe. Son Of Yiskhawk. He Is Also Known As Yakub As Well As Yacob-Har, Yacob-El. He Is Known As Bar Yishkawk. His Mother's Name Was Lusinas, The Tero Of The Original Tribe Of Lunarians Who Came To This Planet And Lived Beneath The Surface. She Was Not In Agreement With A Tero Marrying A Dunaakial For Political Reasons. Rebelling Being Weak And Wicked Her Trials And Tribulations Led To Her Desire To Destroy Men. She Did Not Know That This Was Prophesied By The Wise 24 Scientist Called Magus, The Magi, Who By The Stars Charted This Birth 8,400 Years Before It Actually Happened. He Was Born In His Uncle Ammo's House, Located 20 Miles Outside Of Bekka. He Returned At Age Five Determined To Create A New People And Teach Them To Rule For 6000 Years.

Ques: How Did He Get Revenge?
Ans: What Really Happened Was This Became The Opportune Time For Disagreeable Pleiadeans To Tap Into His Brains And Inspire An Unsightly Thing. He Was Led To Have Faith That He Could Create A Race Of People That Would Rule Over His Own People And Then The Whole Planet. The People Around Him That Got Aire Of His Diabolical Plan Would Ask Him, "Will These People Be Wicked And War Like?" He Simply Answered, "Only I Know That Answer, You Do Not." He Knew That He Would Be Their God.

Ques: When Did All Of This Take Place?

Ans: He Got His Idea 8,400 Years Ago B.C. The Process Would Take Six Hundred Years Which Would Take Him To The Year 7800 B.C. Yet, The Curse Seed Of Canaan Would Manifest 6,600 B.C. According To Their History.

Ques: Was This A Creation Of A New Being?

Ans: Yes! This God Yaaquub Created His Own Adam In His Image And After His Likeness. In The Image Of A Human Being And Wicked And Weak Minded Overcome With Jealousies And Envy He Was Born With A Complex Of Inferiority And To Subject The World To Their Wish Of Superiority. A New Man, A Kind Of Man, Simply Man-Kind.

The Hidden Meaning Was In The Real Name Patmos. The Place Of My Own Killing That Is Patmos, In The Aegean Sea, That Is Greece, Where This Mad Scientist Yaaquub, Was To Create A New Race To Destroy His Own People And Himself. Yet He Died At Age One Hundred And Fifty, And Never Saw The Completion Of His Creation. They Were All To Be Healthy, Strong, And Good Breeders.

Ques: How Was The New Being Going To Be Created?

Ans: Yaaquub Made The Flugeirods By Genetic Splicing Called Grafting. They Were Called Gews Or Jews, Later Called Jacobites. To Show Forth His Power And His Wisdom, Declaring Himself The Righteous, And He Can Make A People Genetically And Mentally Weak, To Give Them The Power To Rule. Then He Intended To Eliminate Them To Show And Prove That He Is God; Always Was And Always Will Be.

Ques: What Happened To His Parents During This Time?

Ans: At The Age Of Five Year Old Yaaquub Was Left Parentless. His Mother, Lusinas, Overcome By Grief At The Remembrance Of Her Home Shamballah, Died. His Father Yiskhawk Was Put To Death For Violating The Sacred Oath Of The Dunaakial, By Marrying, Fuquur's, His Brother's Wife. This Further Outraged
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The Already Deranged Yaaquub. However, Yaaquub had started school at the age of four and by age six Yaaquub, was living with his uncle Ammo, the brother of his father Yiskhawk, who himself many years before, was cast from Shamballah, for disagreeable activity. Thus, he also took residence on the surface of the Earth. Yaaquub was living with Ammo, in his home twenty miles outside of Bekka.

Ques: Why Did He Start School So Young?

Ans: Don't forget Yaaquub had two activated brains. He was fascinated by magnetism. At the age of eighteen Yaaquub, had already finished all of the schools of learning in his day and time. This is where Yaaquub was to convert the people needed for the breeding of his new race. In the task of making a disagreeable, wicked, and physically weak being with the ability to rule with a special kind of reverse knowledge.

In the making of this new breed of people he would use his own genes. Being he was from an original black and brown germ. The black germ from his blood - the blood of the Dunaakial, and the brown germ from his blood - the blood of the Tero, who had mixed with Pleiadians long ago. For his master plan he needed to convert loyal followers that would obey him regardless of who or what! This was executed by the loyal ones. Before this secret project could begin there must be a great many people converted to his beliefs. He first traveled twenty miles inland from his uncle's house to the holy sight, where the tree of knowledge did sit. There he started to preach in the streets of Bekka again, making such host of converts that the authorities increasingly concerned, finally exiled him. He and a small band of his followers, the doctors, the nurses and the cremators crossed northward up and over the Jordan, and over to Egypt where they took ships into the Aegean Sea to await the arrival of his guinea pigs.

He died of a brain tumor an aneurism at age one hundred and fifty. One brain exploded and killed him. Before they arrived. But his scientists were prepared. The other scientists of his day said it couldn't be done. He departed; for they planned a plan to kill him, and exile his followers. However, those who supported his undertakings prepared the greatest fleet of ships to sail. Haggai, with fifty nine thousand nine hundred and ninety nine followers sailed on a journey for a home in Africa, there to stay for fifty thousand years or until the new cycle. This journey took him and the Prophet Yaaquub's followers completely around the continent. But not before there was a great falling away, and dissatisfaction amongst his, Yaaquub's followers. They docked along the shores of Africa. The original name of Africa was Nubia. They often mixed up the name Cuthites with the name Cushites. These Cuthites were mixed Hindus having straight hair, 6 ether these are the original black man, called...
The Asiatic Black Man. Not To Be Mistaken With The Incarnated Gods Who Already Lived In Africa And Had Woolly Hair, 9 Ether. All Along The Coast The People Had Black Skin And Straight Hair. But The Woolly Haired People Of That Land Refused To Mix With Them, The Law Of Nuwaubu. They Supplanted Themselves On The Seashores Of Mother Africa. Mixing In And Taking Control, These Black Skin And Straight Hair Tribes Never Ventured Into The Heart Of Africa. But Controlled The Ports And Seacoast; And Fathered The Slave Trade Of The Woolly Haired From Zanzibar, Giving The Slave The Original Name Zinji Before Negro. Nubians Fail To Realize That Through Slavery Your Minds Were Stripped Of The Knowledge You Did Have; And This Was Done Through One Type Of People - The Ones That Call Themselves "Jews", Or "Jacobites".

Ques: Is It True That The Pale Jew Was The First To Start The Slave Trade In The New World?

Ans: This Is Quite True. Jews Who Came Over With Christopher Columbus Returned With Native American To Sell In Spain As Slaves. Many Of These Jews Employed Non-Jewish Slave Traders And Dealers. The Pale Jews Were The Largest Dealers Of Slaves.

Figure 43
Christopher Columbus

Ques: Where Do The British And Dutch Come Into The Slave Trade?

Ans: Jews Will Be Jews Whether They Live In England, Holland Or Israel. As Mentioned Before, Some Jews Employed The Non-Jewish British, Spanish, And Dutch As Captains Of Ships And For Other Tasks - But The Jews Were The Kings Of The Slave Trade. Do Not Think That Slavery Started All Of A Sudden On The Continent Of Africa. Slavery Had Existed In Africa And The Middle East Since Ancient Times. When The Jews (Not Israelites) Had Began The Trade, It Took A Turn For The Worst. For Centuries, Jews Had A Hard Time Starting The Slave Trade In Africa Because Even Though The Pale Man Had Guns, He Was No Match To The Strength And Fighting Skills Of Our Nubian Foreparents And Their Simple
Weapons. The Only Way That The Jews Finally Got Into The Interior Of The Continent, Was By Cunning Devilry. By Making Believe They Were "Friends" With The Chiefs And Came In Peace. The Nubian Man, Being The Merciful God That He Is, Became Kind To The Pale Men And In Turn, The Chiefs Got Drunk On Rum And Whiskey That Was Given To Them; And That Was The Beginning Of The Slavery That You Hear About In Your History Classes.

The Jews Took Slaves To Sell Through Trickery, Kidnapping Whole Families, Intoxication And Invasion. They Shaved The Heads Of Each One And Branded Them With Their Mark So That They Would Be Easily Identified In Case They Ran Away. On Their Ships, They Crammed Them Into Thirty-Nine (39) Inches Of Space; Which Meant That They Remained In One Position Throughout The Three Month's Journey. In Many Cases The Children Were Left On Deck With Just A Blanket To Protect Them From The Various Elements. The Women Stayed Below, But In An Area Easily Accessible To The Captain. All Slaves Were Completely Undressed. Women Were Constantly Raped Before And During The Trip, And Gave Birth To Mulatto Children In Undesirable Filthy Conditions. Sickness And Disease Became Rampant Among Them, Including Insanity, Because These Poor Blacks Had To Lay In Human Excrement For The Entire Trip.

Diagram 12
A Mulatto Of Greco-Roman Period

Very Few Of The Captains Of The Slave Ships Were Jews. They Did Not Want To Subject Themselves To The Rigors Of The Six Month's Journey. They Preferred To Remain At Home And Continue Their Distilling Operations, Which Supplied The Native Americans Called Indians And The African Chiefs With Rum And Whiskey At A Very Great Profit. These Jewish Slave Dealers Remained In Their Offices And Counted Their Fat Winnings Following Each Journey. After A While, When Slavery
Was Supposed To Have Been Illegal In The Colonies, These Jews Almost Always Had Non-Jewish Captains On The Ships In Case The Ship Was Discovered With Slave Cargo Because The Captain Of The Ship Was Always Punished. Facts Like These Can Be Found Documented In Large Libraries In Washington D.C. And Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; The Names Of The Jewish Dealers And Traders Can Also Be Found. More Facts On This Subject Can Be Found In These Libraries Than Any One Book Can Ever Relate. Another Important Fact Is That A Surprising Amount Of Slaves Never Reached The Western World. One Million Slaves Were Brought Each Year On Slave Ships To The Colonies From 1600 To 1774 A.D. We See That Approximately One Hundred And Ten Million Slaves Had Been Removed From "Our Homeland." However Only 10% Or Eleven Million Nubians Reached The New World Alive. This Means That Close To One Hundred Million Nubian Human Beings Were Tortured To Death, Murdered, Drowned, And Diseased In The Process Of Instituting Slavery. Many People Say That The Slaves That Made It Alive Were Cowards. Perhaps Some Were, But Realize Many Ran Away And Were Again Found Or Killed By Wild Beasts; Or Possibly A Brave And Proud Man Was Chained To A Coward Who Did Not Want To Take The Chance Of Running Away Unarmed; Or A Distraught Woman Went Because They Were Taking Her Child Or Husband Or Both. You Should Be Able To See That Your Foreparents Had Survived, In A Manner Against Their Own Will. Overstand This Fully, The Nubian Man And Woman Are Physically Powerful And Can Withstand The Most Torturing And Trying Conditions They Were Subjected To. Another Fact Usually Overlooked Suicide Or Even Murdering Each Other. Some Slaves Would Refuse To Eat And Because Of That The Jews Invented An Instrument Designed To Force Them To Open Their Mouths. These Were Jews Who Were Money Conscious At All Times; The More Slaves One Lost Through Sickness Or Otherwise, The Less Money One Made.

Ques: Is The Nubian Seed The Only Slave People?

Ans: No. There Were Many Slave People From Many Different Nations, But The So-Called American Negroes Are The Only Slave People Who Were Taken Into Bondage As A Nation, Thus, Becoming A Part Of One People; The Only People Of This Land, The Only People Who Are Not Respected As A People, The Only People Who Do Not Know Anything About Themselves Or Their True People Before Them, Or Their True Past, Laws Of Life, Worship, Land, Tongue, Identity, And Etc. During The Earlier Days Of Slavery, The Slave Traders Were Able To Acquire Slaves Through Numerous Means; One Way Was By Trading With The Tribal Chiefs. The Paleman Became Friendly With The Tribal Chiefs And Eased His Way Into Their Homes. The Pale Europeans Fooled The Chiefs And Convinced Them To Go Against Their Brothers And Take Them Into Slavery. Yes, Your Own Red Arab Brothers Sold You Into Slavery. The Chiefs Would Then Make The People Believe That They Were Going To Another Part Of The Country To Work For More Gold, When, In Actually, They Had Been Sold. Most Slaves Were Put Into Slavery By
Force, Raids Of Stronger Tribes Upon Weaker Ones. They Mostly Came From The Neighboring Areas Of The Black Arab Tribes Of North Arabia, Such As The Ishmaelite Tribes Of Kedar, And Hadad, Or From Abyssinia From Remnants Of Israelite Tribes Such As Judah And Dan (Called Danakil, Falashas).

Figure 44
Slaves During The Civil War

Ques: What Happened During The Slavery Of Our People?

Ans: Just As You Are Doing Now, Your People Trusted The Canaanites When They Came To Your Land. We Made Them Welcome, And Went About To Show Them The Customs And Wealth Of Your Land. The Canaanites, Scheming On How To Overpower Your People, And Confiscate Your Land And Wealth, Came Upon A Shrewd Plan. They Offered To Bring As Many Of Your People Back To This Land As Would Come, And Show Them Around. This Was A New, And Exciting Experience For Your People, And They Readily Accepted. And As Many As The Ship Would Hold, They Came. The Ship Was Full To The Brim, And All Upon The Masts. It Was Not Until They Were Way Out To Sea, That Your People, Realized They Had Been Tricked, And Were Being Brought To This Land For Slavery. But, It Was Too Late, And Though Many Tried To Kill Themselves, Rather Than Become Slaves, They Did Not Succeed.

For The Slave Leaders Of The 1600's A.D. Prince Henry The Navigator Of Portugal And The 1400's A.D., John Hawkins Had Many Ways Of Keeping Them Alive. Many Tried To Starve Themselves, But Food Was Forced Into Them By Any Means Possible. The Hull Of The Ship, Was Crammed Full, And The Rest Of The Slaves Were Kept Top Side Chained Together. When A Slave Investigation Ship Came In Sight, Prince Henry And Hawkins Both Knowing The Penalty For Slavery, Especially If They Were Caught With Nubians, They Became Deadly Afraid, And
Afraid, And Threw The Nubians Over Board, Chained Together All The Nubians Screamed Out For Mercy, But In Vain.

Diagram 13
This Is How The Slaves Were Transported.
They Laid In These Positions For Months At A Time.
Those That Were Kept In The Ships Bottom, Were Never Loosened To Wash, Or Allowed To Go To The Bathroom, They Had To Remain In Their Own Filth. The Vengeful Cry Of Your People Still Rings Loud And Clear, From Both The Land And The Sea. After Getting Your People To This Land, They Were Sold On Slave Blocks, To The Highest Bidder, To The Americans And Other So-Called European Pilgrims, Who Were Migrating Into This Land, From Their Own. Your Beautiful Men And Women, Were Brutally Forced Into Sex Acts With The European And Others, And Any Nubian Who Defied Them, Was Brutally Used As An Example, To Any Others Who Might Get The Same Idea. *(Refer To The Lost Tribe, Scroll #36 For More Information.)*

---

**Diagram 14**

Slave Advertisements

His (The So-Called White Man) Strategy Is A Lot More Sophisticated, And The Reason Is Because He (The Caucasian) Has A Specific Breed Of Nubians He Does
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Not Want To Let Go Before He Is Assured That He Has Genetically Bred Them Out Of Existence. I'm Talking About The Nubian Slaves Brought Here Into Bondage In The 1600's A.D.. Their Route Was Through Zanzibar Sold By Orthodox Sunni Muslims, Because The Pale Man Elbrit, Meaning The River, Another Name For The British Who Were Forced Out Of Europe By Way Of A Battle Between Two Distinguished As They Call Blue Blooded Europeans Namely The Yorks And The Lancasters.

![Figure 47](image)

A Royal Family Of Zanzibar, Africa

Ques: Who Are The Lancasters?
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Ques: Who Are The Yorks?


Ques: What Is The War Of The Roses?


So You Have The Yorks Who Were Hemophiliacs (Someone That Continuously Bleeds, Lack Of Blood Clots), A Word Coming From Hemoglobin Which Produces The Plasma In The Blood That Allows The Blood To Clot And Make A Scab And Heal An Open Wound. Without Hemoglobin The Slightest Bodily Injury Would Cause One To Bleed To Death. So The Yorks Scheme Was To Intermarry Into The Lancasters Who Later Migrated To America, Made A Ligeance With The Portuguese
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(Sephardims) Who Are Now Also Europeans And Get Pure Blood Out Of The Nubian Kuwshites In Order, Like Dracula That They're Blue Blood Would Survive Indefinitely. That's The Real Reason For The Second Slave Trade Of The 1600's A.D.. The Symbol That They Use For Freedom Called The Emancipation Proclamation Was Supposed To Come To The Nubians In Slavery By Way Of Abraham Lincoln. Better Yet, Those Slaves Who Are Akin And Linked (Lincoln) To Abraham, And That Bondage That His Seed Was Destined To Go In As Mentioned Genesis Chapter 15.

Figure 48
Abraham Lincoln

Ques: What Is The Emancipation Proclamation?

Ans: The Proclamation Issued By President Lincoln, September 22, 1862 A.D., Announced To The Slaves, That If Their Masters Continued In Rebellion, The Following New Year's Day They Would Be Free. Lincoln Was Urged To Take This Step Before However Lincoln Has Answered "My Paramount Object Is To Save The Union And Not Either To Save Or Destroy Slavery." Lincoln Had Drawn Up An Emancipation Proclamation As Early As July, 1862 A.D. They Put Lincoln On The Penny Because The Penny Was Copper Or The Brown Color Of The Skin Of Those In Bondage And Was Less In Value On The Money Scale. Just As The American Negroes Are The Footstool Of America. Let's Just Take A Look:

1. French Americans
2. Italian Americans
3. Polish Americans
4. Jewish Americans
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5. Irish Americans

6. German Americans

7. Russian Americans

All Of These Are Immigrants To America, But Their Origin Is Put First, Or On Top, But When It Comes To You, You Become The American Negro. Note That America Comes First. Putting Your Name On The Bottom Of The Totem Pole, Rendering You Less Than A Penny In Worth.

Ques: Why Were Nubians Made To Do The Hardest Tasks When They Were Brought To America?

Ans: Nubians Were Not Made To Do Anything Much Harder Than Working In The Rice, Cotton, Tobacco, Cane Fields, Or To Maintain The Owner's House And Estate. At First When The Jews Discovered That The Colonists Needed Additional Man Power To Help Them Clear Their Fields For Planting, Harvesting Crops, And Help In Construction Of Dwellings, Many Impoverished Europeans Were Recruited. Prison Doors Were Opened And Prisoners From England, Ireland, And Holland Were Brought To The Colonies. They Were Made To Work Until They Paid Their Cost Of Transportation By Ship And Then Were Set Free. In Many American History Books Pale Workers Were Not Called "Slaves," But "Indentured Servants." These Indentured Servants, Especially The Irish, Began To Hate Nubians Above All Others Because The Slave Master Would Employ The Indentured Servants To Do The Nastiest, Hardest Jobs Available While Nubian Slaves Remained Working Mainly In The Fields And Sometimes In The House. This Is Not To Say That The Slave Master Made Sure That He Basically Took Care Of The Slaves, And That His Work Was Hard, But Not Hard Enough To Make Him Ill. The Employed European Indentured Prisoners Were Sent To Work In Coal Mines. They Sometimes Worked In The Fields, But That Was Mainly The Slaves' Area Of Work. They Constructed Housing, And Did Other Jobs Along That Line. These Europeans Felt That Since Nubians Were "Inhuman Slaves," That It Was, They Who Should Be Doing The "Dirty Work". Even Until Today, The Irish Have Bore The Grudge And Hate As Strongly Now As They Did Then. That Is Why They Are Made Police Over Nubians; To Beat And Kill Them Without Care. The K.K.K. (Klu Klux Klan) Was Started By An Irish Man Named General Nathan Bedford Forrest Who Became Grand Wizard In 1869 A.D. Yes That's Right, In The Movie Forrest Gump; They're Praising Him In 1995 A.D.. It's Sad.

Ques: What Are The Various Life Styles Of The Nubians In America?
Ans: Unlike The Europeans, Who Live Under One Political, Economical And Social System, Depending Upon Their National Origin, We Nubians, In North America And Other Parts Of The World, Have Taken Unto Ourselves The Life-Styles Of Non-Black Or Of Those Blacks Who Were Influenced By The Caucasians. Nubians Have Been Trained To Live Separated Under Capitalism, Socialism, Marxism, Etc, Living Under Every System But Your Own; Not Realizing That We Are One People Afflicted Under The Same Oppressor. In Order To Survive His Various Tortures, We The Members Of The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Need To Live As One, United Under The Same Banner, Or, Remain Separated For Your Entire Existence.

Meaning: We Must Realize That Such Words As "Helping Each Other", "Charity", "Compassion", "Caring", Humanitarianism" And "Aid To The Needy", Is What We All Need To Practice. And That Words Like Racism, Militant, And Terrorism Are Catchwords Designed (1) To Divide Human Beings, (2) In Hard-Earned Substance To Organizations And Fanatical Leaderships, (3) By Appealing To People's Shortcomings Or Lack Of Substance, (4) That Is, It Is Not Very Hard To Get A Man Who Has Been Deprived Of A Good Education, Because That On Another Group Of People Who May Not Have Suffered The Same Fate. (5) Most Of The Radical Organizations, Be They Nubian Supremacists Or Oriental Supremacist Groups Are Of The Less Fortunate, The Poorer Class, (Because It Is Much Easier To Convince Themselves That Being Rich Is A Plot Against Them, (7) This Keeps Them From Being Able To Get Over That Hurdle On To Success. (8) We Of The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Don't Hate Anyone For Their Success, (9) We Applaud Success Because It Means That We Too Can Succeed. (10) Be Careful Of Those Freeloaders Who Set Themselves Up As Leaders Of These Kinds Of Organizations, (11) They Only Want To Capitalize Off Of Those In Need. (12) They Constantly Repeat What The European Has Done To The Nubian Man, (13) Or They Repeat What The Nubian Race Is Planning To Do The Caucasian Race, (14) Or They Convince The Nubian And The Caucasians That The Orientals Are Here To Do Harm To Them And Take Over. (15) They Pick And Choose Who The Enemy Is For Others. (16) Usually These Fanatical Leaders Grab A Foreign Culture Like: The Skin Heads And Nazis And The K.K.K. Who Identify With Germany And Hitler, Or Hindu Or Islamic. (17) And Teach Their People To Hate Everybody That Hitler Hated. Meanwhile They Are Capitalizing Off The Name Hitler, Or They Tell People That They Are The Original Asiatic Nubian People, And They Use An Arab Culture, Call Themselves Black Muslims Or Five Percenters, Or Hebrew Israelites And Hate Everybody Of Other Races Calling Them All Devils. We Don't Deny That There Are Evil People Called Devils. We Also Put The Question Forth: Can The Devil Be Reformed? The Answer Is Simply No! Not Now-A-Days. (18) Or They Are Teaching To Save The Caucasian Race In Any Cause And Kill And Eliminate Anybody Who Is Not Of The Caucasian
Race. (19) Or They Teach That The Native Americans (Indians) Should Be Eliminated And Their Land Should Be Taken. Or They Make You Hate Being African, Calling Them Savage. And You Want To Become A Saudia Arabian Or Pakistani Or Afghanian, Anything But What You Are. They Teach You To Hate Yourself. (20) If It Ain't One Kind Of Hate It's Another Hate. (21) All Of These Self-Righteous Leaders Of Whichever Race, Use These Tactics To Appeal To Those Who Feel They Wanted More Out Of Life, Or Could Have Done Better If Just Given A Chance. (22) These Innocent People Are Merely Looking For A Better Life And Find Themselves In The Web Of Charlatans, Or They Are Confused Or Mentally Disturbed, And They Would Have Hated Something Or Somebody Anyway. These Kind Of People Don't Belong In Organizations, They Need Medical Treatments. (23) Others Are Steered By Peer Pressure. (24) So We Breed A Bunch Of Slang Names For Different Races Of People, (25) And That Makes These Racist Haters Feel Superior. All The While They Are Taking Advantage Of The Sincere Listeners (26) Beware Of These Wolves In Sheep's Clothing! They Are Here To Destroy Us All. Stop Calling Yourself Nigger, Negro, Afro American, Colored People, Blackman. Say Brother Man, Stop Calling Yourself Homie, Or Bro. Call Yourself Nubian, My Nubian Brother Or Sister. All Of You Are The Children Of The Most High.

Ques: How Did Racism Interject Sin And Corruption Into Our Perfected Way Of Life?

Ans: Through The Use Of Ithm (اتم) Pronounced "Ism", Which In Arabic Means A Sin, Or Anything Forbidden, The Caucasians Were Able To Corrupt Society, Through Greed, Envy, Pride, Etc. He Took Away Your Society, Replacing It With Socialism. Our Government Was Polluted With Nationalism And Our Communities Converted Into Communism. We Were Made To Believe That We Were Individuals, Self-Existing.

Social - Concerned With Human Beings In Their Relations To Each Other. Latin Socialists (Socius) Companion, Mutual Sharing In.

Socialism - A Theory Of System Of Social Organization By Which The Means Of Production And Distribution Are Owned, Managed, Or Controlled By The Government (State Socialism) Or By Associations Of Working (Guild Socialism).


Communal - Used Or Participated In By All Members Of A Group Or Community.
**Communism** - A Philosophy or System Derived From Marx, Advocating State Ownership Of Land And Property. A Political, Social And Economical System In Which The State Is Governed By An Elite Party Control.

**Ques: What Constitutes A Nationalist?**

**Ans:** A People, Race, Or Tribe Who Have The Same Language And History Constitutes A Nation. This Definition Limits Nationalist To A Mere Few. Nubians Here And Abroad As A Majority, Neither Speak The Language Nor Live The Customs Of Their Ancient Fathers Of Nubia. We Must First Realize That As A Common People, We Have The Same History, Speak Similar Languages And Have, To This Present Day, The Same Oppressor. The People We Live Under Made Up Their Language In America Is Not Really English. Our Forefathers Were Brought To These Shores As Slaves And From An Absolute Physical Slavery To A Complex Mental Slavery. So Now I Have Put Together A Language For Us. It Is Called Nubic. Its Easy To Learn And Has All Of Our Languages Within It. Don't Miss Out Learn It.

Mao Was For The Chinese, Lenin Was For The Russians, And Marx Was For The Germans Of Whose Theories Derived From Nubian Communities Only To Be Introduced To Sin And Corruption By The Europeans. This System Of Government Was Then Injected Back Into The Minds Of The Nubians To Cause Separation And Eventual Control. Ask Us To Vote Knowing We Will Not Get A Fair Share. That's Not All Governments, But Many. And It's Not Just Against Nubians Or Edomites, Its Not Against All Who Are Not Apart.

America Is A Melting Pot. All Nationalities Which Migrated To These Shores Are Represented First By Their National Origin Before American (The Word), With The Exception Of The Native Americans And Those Who Are Called The American-Negro; The Native Americans Because These Were The People Who Occupied The Land Before European Explorers Came; The American-Negro Title Is Due To The Fact That The Europeans Know, Through The Reading Of The Scriptures, That The Nubians Are The Children Of The ELOHEEM On The Planet Earth. We Are Called Negroes Because Of Our Mental And Spiritual Death. Irregardless, The European Knows Us, When Still Many Of Us Don't Know Ourselves, Negra = Black, Omega = End/Death.

**Ques: What Is The Purpose Of Politics?**
Ans: The Purpose Of Politics Is To Control By The Five P's, 1. Polythesim, 2. Politics, 3. Psychology, 4. Philosophy 5. Penal System Which Is Enacted By All Races Of People. These People Can Be Recognized By Their Non-Woolly Like Hair, Which Includes Even Those Dark-Skinned People With Straight Hair; East Indians, Or Native Americans. The Native Americans (Indians) Could Not Be Made Into Slaves, Even Though The Jews Had Tried To Make Them. There Are A Number Of Reasons Why The Indians Could Not Be Made Into Slaves: 1) They Were Not As Strong And Robust As Nubians And Could Not Work As Hard And Long As Nubians. 2) They Would Always Manage To Run Away Because Since They Were The Indigenous Inhabitants Of That Area Of The Western Hemisphere, They Knew The Terrain Of The Country Quite Well. They Could Easily Hide Out And Survive. 3) Native Americans Were Very Proud And Would Not Tolerate Any Type Of Slavery Upon Their People. The Nubians Had A Certain Amount Of Pride Also; But If He Was Proud, He And His Family Were Killed Or Humiliated By The Slave Master, Just As Every Nubian Leader Today Is Scandalized To Defame Them Or Put Them In Prison. They Can't Let A Nubian Die Great. Many Nubians Were Fortunate Enough To Escape To The Indians (These Are The Negroes Who Claim To Have Indian In Their Blood). Some Who Tried To Escape And Did Not Know The Country, Died Of Exposure Or Wild Beasts. There Was Also The Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Etc. Although Many Races Are Persecuted, Mankind's Objective Is To Keep You Ignorant In Order To Divert Them From Knowing Who They Really Are. (So Called Revolutionary Studies; Such As Mao Tse Tsung's Red Book, Or The Works Of Marx, Lenin, Etc. Mao Was For The Chinese People And Their Aid To Foreign Countries Was For Chinese Interests, While Marx Was A German-Jew Who Polluted Societies And Communities Of The Nubians Injecting Sin.) The Jew Stole The Law Which Is Known As The Old Testament. Within These Laws Are The 613 Commandments; Ten Were Specifically Enacted For The European. The Christian Neither Observes The Law Nor The Traditions Which Were Revealed To Moses Or Jesus. Only Those Laws Which Fit Their Individual Needs Are Accepted. The "Moslem" Has Been Able To Influence The Nubians To Acknowledge The Other Scriptures And Prophets And Influencing Them In The Total Reading Of The Koran, And Worshiping Their Image As Muhammad The Arabian Prophet. They Make Him A Pale Arab And Get Mad If You As A Nubian Say He Is Nubian For Your Childrens Souls. These Are But Three Divisions, Which Need Not Be Divided Seeing That If The Most High Is One, His Books And Prophets Must Be One; But The Pale Arabs And European Has Caused Division Of The Prophets And The Books To Such An Extent That You Have Forgotten Who You Are. All You See Now Is To Love Everybody Because You Are All Brothers And Sisters, Which is In Opposition To The Scriptures. You Become Buddhists And Anything Else Because You Do Not Recognize Your Position And Where You Belong. You Try To Be Americans, Put On Cowboy Clothes, They Reject You! You Put On African Clothes, They Say Your Anti-Government. You Become Muslims They Try To Put You In Jail. They Don't Want You, But Don't Want You To Think For Yourself, That's Where Racism Comes From.
Ques: It Appears That Because We Were Enslaved By The Pale Race That Yaaquub's Graftation Was Successful?

Ans: Let Me Ask You A Question Why Would You Think It Was A Success? Because The Things The Pale Man Has Done To Nubians Would Explain Their Wickedness. And If Yaaquub Was Successful With Grafting A Weak And Wicked Being, Then He Succeeded. By Virtue Of The Fact That The Pale Man Is Weak Genetically, Because He Lacks Melanin, And Wicked Because Of All He Has Done. And Is Still Doing It To Other People. You Are Becoming Racist Again. I'm Trying To Break That Spell. Nubians Or As A New Being You Must Take On The Responsibility For Your Own Actions. Remember These Asiatic Black Men Are The Descendants Of The Hindu Demons With Black Skin And Straight Hair Who Had A Dissatisfied Nature; Evil Dwelled Within Them. The Evil Was Already There. It Was By The Grace Of Their Wise Scientist Who Met With The Elders Of The Dunaakial Did They Decided To Try To Graft The Evil Out Of Their Nature. The Ultimate Results Was The Flugelrods. The Flugelrods Came Out Of This Genetic Splicing And Graftation In Attempts, To Remove Their Disagreeable Side For Evil Lived Within These Asiatic Black Men, Original Hindus Since Their Evil Ancestors Came To The Planet Sixty And Six Billion Years Ago. These Hindus Are The Ones Who Converted To Yaaquub's Plan. While Living In Arabia, They Became The Tribe Called Sheshbazzar, The Thirteen Tribe Known As The Lost Tribe Of Shabazz, Named After Sheshbazzar Who Carried Out The Graftation Of This Weak And Wicked Beings Of Yaaquub.
THE MELANIN-ITE CHILDREN

Many Of The Followers Of Yaaquub Got Lost On The Way. Those That Survived The Journey Around Africa Were Used In The Grafting And Making Of This New Race. For Any Babies Born With Black Genes, A Pin Was Stuck In Their Brain. Then Next Was The Brown. They Were Spared To Breed, To Make The Red, The Yellow And Then The Pale.

Ques: How Long Did This Take?

Ans: This Process Took Six Hundred Years Of Grafting And Separating. Thus Yaaquub's Nation Was Born. A Ruler Was Set Over Them She Was Called Europa. Europa, Was Empress Of This Land, Yet Without Guidance They Regressed And Took Refuge In Pelion; That Is The Isles Of Patmos. Then On Up Into The Mountain Region Of Thessaly And In To The Grotto Or Grotte Meaning "Caves". They Conquered And Enslaved The Original Inhabitants Of That Land Then Called Yunan.


Ques: Why Is The Dog Considered Mans Best Friend?

Ans: Because They Allowed The Dog To Lick Their Leprous Sores And To This Day Will Allow Them To Sleep In Their Beds, Eat Off Their Plates, And Even Lick Them In The Mouth. The Outcome Of The Graftation Was The Flugelrods, Bred By Mixing In The Seed Of The Pleiadeans Which Is Blond Hair And Blue Eyed, Mixing And Grafting From The Genes Of The Asiatics, Black Straight Haired And Black Skinned, And Black Eyed Hindus. Grafting From The Brown Germ To The Red Germ To The Yellow Germ On Into The New Earth Bred Flugelrods. Also Breeding The Abstract: Black Skin And Blue Eyed.

He Set Up Rules And Regulations That They Were To Abide By Under All Circumstances. And Those Of His Followers That Did Not Obey Him Were To Have Their Throat Slit From Ear To Ear And Their Bodies Left On The Sea Shore At High Tide. They Separated Into Two Groups. The Original Halaabites, Or Hulub Flugelrods, Who Became Known As The Neanderthals, Or Simply Cave Men; Eating Raw Flesh, Running Around On Fours, And Living In A State Of Bestiality. They Found Their Way Into The Inner Caverns Of The Planet. Many Of Them Took Residence There While Others In Time Used The Tricknology And Terrorized Other Innocent Tribes.
Figure 51
Korge Chief Of The Flugelrods
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Figure 52
A Tribe Of Cave Dwelling Flesh Eating Flugelrods
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This Seed Moved Behind The Caucasus Mountains On Up Into Russia And Became Known As The Khazars. And Woolly Haired Seven Ether, Orientalist Of This Seed Called Asiatics Were Known As The Sefarad Or Sefaradim Jew. These Are The Grafted Devils That Yaaquub Created. They Are Your Flugelrods Original Khazars, And Your Asiatics, Ashkhenazims. Their Symbol Being The Universe, The Moon Called Ummar Also Qamar The Sun And The Bright Morning Star, They Use The Crescent Moon And The Pentagram That Is The 5 Pointed Star. The Original Symbol Of The Seal Of Solomon (The Son Of David) Was The Five Pointed Star. Yet He Wore His Father's Ring Which Was The Shield Of David, Or The Six Pointed Star. The Seal Of Solomon Was Used To Command And Control Diagreeable - Malevolent Beings, Or Jinns.

Diagram 15
Pentagram

Diagram 16
Symbol Of Solomon

Ques: Is This Six Pointed Star The Same As The Star That The Jews Use Today?


Diagram 17
Symbol Of The Jews

Notice This Six-Pointed Star Is Interlocking. The Fact That This Symbol Interlocks, Tells You That This Is Not The Real Six-Pointed Star. These Stars Are Said To Be The Most Powerful Evil Signs In The Occult World. It Is The Same Star That The So-Called Jews (Jebusites) Use. They Try To Make Believe That It Is Our Symbol, But It Is Not.
The Original Jacobites Used The **Hexagram, 6 Pointed Star**; They Call Mogan David, The Star Of David, Or The Star Of Bethlehem.

They Endowed Their Creation With One Hundred And Twenty Years Of Life. It Took One Hundred And Twenty Degrees Of Knowledge To Accomplish This Over A Period Of Six Hundred Years Of Those Who Were Under **Yaaquub's Rules And Regulations**, All To Graft A New Race. This Is Nothing New. You've Heard Of This Before. It's The Same Thing Hitler Tried To Do. Meaning, This Very Practice Were Carried On In Later Times By Hitler Or Hitla, Which Is The 18Th Name Of One Of The 200 Fallen Demons. Hitler Himself Tried To Graft A Genetically Superior Race, Or Breed Of People Or The Aryan Race. This Aryan Calls Himself Indo Aryan Meaning "The Nobel" The Albino Who Lived In The Caucasian Mountains. Arnold Swartznegger Was One Of His Breed Note The Name, Swartz-Negger (Nigger). It Is A Region Between The Black Sea On The West And The Caspian Sea On The East. A Great Mountain Range Which Raised To 18,510 Feet At Mount Elbrus From The Word **ABRAS** (أبراس) Meaning Leprosy In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic). Caucasia, A Part Of Russia Has An Area Of 170,000 Square Miles. The Greeks Name It Caucasia, The Home Of The Flugelrods, As They Are Called In Al Manee Or What Is Called Germany Today, Their Original Name Halaabeans, Or Hulub To Distinguish Themselves From The Caucasians, Carcass Asians Deteriorating Asiatics. Elbrus Or Home Of Those Abras Beings, Lepers Of The Mountains, Called Also Sons Of Canaan, Thus The Term Abracadabra A Mystical Word Used In Incantations Or As A Charm To Ward Off Disease, Originally Said Abras Cadaver Used To Mean The Bodies Of Lepers.

**Ques:** Was This A Gradual Process Or Did It Just Go From Black Skin To White Skin?

**Ans:** This Was A Gradual Process. The Regressive Gene Of The Black Skinned Straight Haired Beings Called The Asiatic Black Man, Was Grafted Into The Red Man. Grafted Into The Yellow Man, Grafted On Into The Pale Man Of The Grotto Or Grotte Meaning Caves. The Hallabeans Flugelrods Of 8,400 Years Ago This Pale Man, Or **Halaabeans, Flugelrods** Should Not Be Confused With The Albino Seed The Cursed Canaanites, Meaning Low Landers, The Descendants Of Canaan Of Four Thousand Years Ago Before 2,000 Years A Go Or 6,000 Years Ago.
This Was The Birth Of Their Own Adam, Also Called Edom; For He Had Ruddy Red Skin And Did Blush For There Was Tsawrahath (לֶפֶש הַרְעָה) In Aramic (Hebrew) Meaning "Leprosy Or A Malignant Skin Disease" In The Skin Of His Flesh.

The Flugelrods Took Refuge In The Caucasus Mountains, Where Canaan The Albino, And His Wife Salha, The Nubian, Would Dwell, Between The Caspian And Black Sea, Later Known As The Amorites "Mountain Dwellers". There Are As Many Nubuns Tribes. The Original Name For The Nubian Ptahite Ethiopian Kuwshite. These Cavern Dwelling Beings, While Inhabiting These Mountains Incurred Difficulties In Reproducing Due To The Lack Of Salt In Their Bodies. And With Their Desire To Reproduce They Came Out Of Their Mountain Dwellings Seeking Melanin-Ites For They Lacked The Necessary Quantity Of Melanin In Their Bodies.

Ques: What Did These Flugelrods Do When They Found These Melanin-Ites?

Ans: They Savagely Raided The Nubian Villages - Killing The Men And Stealing The Women. Then Returning To The Mountains With Their Captives, The Albinos, Lepers; Cavemen Aboriginals, Aborigines, Amorite, Aryan, Fought Amongst Themselves For The Possession Of The Nubian Women. Most Of The Australian Ab-Originals Have Their Barathary Gland And Use Their Four Higher Senses, So They Are Called Spirit Monkey Or Monks. Hindus Began To Give Reverence To The One Half Animal One Half Human Creatures That Came From Kingu. The Australian Aborigines Have Six Ether Straight Hair, Even Blond Hair With Copper Tone Skin. In Order To Assure Security, The Aryans Migrated With Their Nubian Captives, From The Caucasus Mountains, To What Is Known Today As India, To Mix In With The Original East Indians. The Merging Of These Two Extreme Races, The Caucasian And The Nubian, Brought About A Being That Reflects The Traits Of Both The Nubian And The Caucasian. So You Find Leprosy Amongst The Nubian Also. While The Texture Of Their Hair Varies From Six To Eight Ether, Their Features Can Vary Their Skin Tone Can Vary Their Nature And Behavior Patterns Can Also Vary.

The Origin Of The Pale Man

Many People Get Confused, Because There Are Two Sets Of Pale Men, Meaning, There Were Pale Men That Were The Results Of The Graftation Of Yaaquubs Devil 8,400 Year Ago. The Other Is From Canaan Of 6,000 Years Ago, The Amorites.

Ques: Is This Paleman Called The Flugelrod, Descendants Of Canaan?

Ans: No. The Flugelrods Are Not To Be Mistaken With The Cursed Seed Of Canaan. Both Were Eating Raw Flesh, Running Around On All Fours, And Living In A State Of Bestiality. The Flugelrods Separated Into Two Groups. The Original
Hindus, Chased The Dissatisfied Hindus, Who Became Yaaquub's Followers Out Of Arabia. The Original Flugelrods, Are Yaaquub's Grafted Devil Of 8,400 Years Ago. The Flugelrods Found Their Way Into The Inner Caverns Of The Planet Through Greece In The Mountain Range Of Thessaly In The Isles Of Pelion, Mistakenly Spelled Pelan In Grotto Or Grotte Meaning Caves. Many Of Them Took Residence There, While Others In Time Used The Tricknology, And Terrorized Other Innocent Tribes.

Ques: How Did The Pale Man Of Today Come About?

Ans: In Many Religions There Are Different Beliefs On The Origin Of The Pale Man. Many So-Called Foolish Black Israelite Sects Believe That The Pale Race Originates From Either Esau (Edom, Father Of The Edomite, Genesis 25:30), They Don't Know What They Are Talking About, They Can't Even Read Hebrew. Japheth Or Canaan, While The Nation Of Islam Believes That Jacob Grafted The Devil. They Are Half Right. Then You Have The Confused Orthodox Sunni Moslems Who Say That Rab Created All Races From One Clot Of Blood. How Is This Possible With All These Different Types Of Blood? Koran 96:1 Used Rabika, Your Rab Not Allah. They Are Not Concerned With The Race Which Man Was Created. Just As Long As He's A Arab And Looks Like What They Say Mohammed Looked Like. On The Other Hand, The Christians Do Not Care About The Origin Of Their Race, Just As Long As Their God Looks Like The Jesus They Have. This Is Why I Have To Clear Up This Misconception On The Origin Of The Pale Man. Then You Have The Black Hebrews Or Israelites Who Believe The Pale Race Came About Because Of The Cursing Of Gehazi, Of 2nd Kings 5:27. Gehazi Was Cursed Because He Was Dishonest And Wanted To Deceive A Commander Naaman Who Was Greatly Respected By The King Of Syria. Gehazi Desired The Material Things Of Life. Thus, The Curse Of Leprosy Was Placed On Him And His Descendants. Why Was This Curse Placed On Gehazi You Might Ask? Let Me Explain. There Was The Great Soldier Of The Syrian Army Naaman Who Had Leprosy. He Was Very Well Known And Respected By The Kings Of Syria. During One Syrian Invasion An Israelite Girl Was Taken And Made To Be The Servant Of Naamans Wife. The Little Girl Wished For Naaman To Be Cured, Thus She Told Her Mistress That If Naaman Could Go To Samaria Where The Prophet Elisha Live She Knew He Would Cure Naaman. And At The King Of Syria's Request He Sent Naaman To Israel With A Letter Telling The King He Wanted Naaman Cured. However The King Of Israel Refused. He Felt Insulted Because He Thought The King Of Syria Was Trying To Imply That He Was El Yahuwa. Elisha Heard This And Told The King Send Namaan To Me I'll Cure Him. The Prophet Elisha Cured Him By Telling Him To Bathe In The Jordan River 7 Times. But Not Before Naaman Refused Because He Expected To Be Cured By Prayer To El Yahuwa. Naaman So Grateful, Offered The Prophet Elisha Gifts Of Payment, However Elisha Refused. He Later Complied And Was Cured. What Does This Have To Do With Gehazi? Gehazi Was A Servant Of The Prophet Elisha, Thus When He Saw The Pieces Of Silver Naaman Offered To Elisha He Desired The Material
Things Of This World. Thus, Gehazi Left, And Tried To Catch Up With Naaman To Get Him To Give Him Money. When He Caught Up With Naaman He Proceeded To Lie About Two Visitors Visiting Elisha, And Asked For 3 Thousand Pieces Of Silver And Two Changes Of Clothes. Being Kind He Gave Gehazi Double Of What He Asked, 6 Thousand Silver Pieces Instead Of 3 Thousand. When Gehazi Returned The Prophet Elisha Asked Him Where Was He. Gehazi Lied, Saying He Never Left. The Prophet Elisha Reminded Gehazi That He Was There In Spirit When Naaman Came From Out Of His Chariot. Thereby Informing Him Now Was Not The Time To Desire Or Accept Material Things. As It States In 2Nd Kings 5:27 "The Leprosy Therefore Of Naaman Shall Cleave Unto Thee, And Unto Thy Seed Forever, And He Went Out From His Presence A Leper As White As Snow." And Him And His Descendants Had To Take On The Curse Of Naaman, The Curse Of Leprosy. This Is Just Another Example Of How People Think The Pale Race Came About. (Refer To Bulletin #9 "The Making Of The Disciples"). Yet Everyone Refuses To Look At The Facts! The Fact Is The Pale Race Could Not Have Originated With Gehazi. Why? Because Naaman Had It Before He Did. Where Did He Get It From? And Canaan Is Recorded As Having It Before Both Of Them, Which In Actuality Is Where The Curse Of Leprosy Originated.

Remember, Esau Nor Jacob Is The Father Of The Pale Race And Jacob Did Not Graft The Pale Man. Canaan Is The Father Of The Pale Race (Amorites, Girgasite, Hivite, Arvadite, Zamarite, Hamathite, Sinite, Arkite, Sidon, And Heth). A Certain Group Of Hebrew Israelites, Led By Yahweh Ben Yahweh, Profess In Their Book (Yahweh Judges America; First Ed. 1985, Pg. 29) Says That Esau (Edom) Is The Father Of The Pale Race, "...The White People, The Children Of Edom In The Day..." However On Page 106 Of The Same Book, They Say That The Canaanites Are The Pale Race, "For The Canaanites (The White Race)...." Also, The Black Jews Or Black Israelites Teach That The Canaanites (Pale Race) Are Edomites Who Came From Esau (Edom); While On The Other Hand, They Profess That The Black Race Originated From Jacob Or Israel. Also, The Nation Of Islam And The Five Percent Nation Teach In Their Books That Jacob Grafted The Pale Man, And That's Where All The White Devils Come From. They Say, "The Colored Man Is The Caucasian (White Man) Or Ya'qoub's Grafted Devil, The Skunk Of The Planet Earth." The Prophet Jacob Son Of Isaac And Rebecca Did Not Graft The Pale Man Physically, But He Created The Mentality Of The Caucasian. Caucasians Are The Descendants Of Canaan Who Are Primarily From The Seed Of His Third And Fourth Sons, Jebus And Amor. Jacob Was A Very Shrewd, Cunning, Business-Minded Man. Thus, His Descendants Inherited This Trait (Genesis 30:32, 37-43). Canaan Is The Origin Of The Pale Race That Exist Today. He Is Their Adam Of 4,000 Years Before Jesus Of 2,000 Years Ago. His Father Ham (Which Means Black) Was Possessed By Anak, Azazl's (The Evil One's) Bride, After Having An Argument With His Wife Haliymah. This Led Him To Look At His Fathers Nakedness (Genesis 9:23), Which Resulted In Laws Concerning Standards For The People (Leviticus18:6-7) Cursing Ham's Fourth
Son, Canaan (Genesis 9:25). Ham's Act Was Such A Great Sin, Because By Letting Anak Possess Him He Made It Possible For The 200 Fallen Angelic Beings (Cherubims) And Azazl (The Evil One) To Reincarnate In Canaan's Eleven Sons. Canaan Was Physically Cursed (Leviticus 14:32-34) With Leprosy (Leviticus 13:9-11) He Was Born An Albino (Leviticus 13:30-36) With Yellow (Blond) Hair And Blue Eyes (Koran 20:102). Canaan Was Forced By His Father Ham To Marry His Sister (Salha), So That The Law Would Be Fulfilled. They, Along With Their Offspring, Dwelled In The Caucasus Mountains Until Abraham Came With Pigs To Clean Up Their Filth. (Genesis 10:15-18). This Is Why You Jebusite (Jews), Descendants Of Jebus Son Of Canaan Think That Abraham Is Your Father. The Name Canaan Means "Low Lander; One Who Came Out Of The Mountains," The Caucasus Mountains Where His Offspring Dwelled (Koran 69:8-18).

It Is Obvious That People Are Very Confused About This Topic Because They Keep Getting The Two Mixed Up. Remember The Flugelrods Produce Extremely Low Levels Of Melanin, And Your Canaanites Are Their Descendants, Who Also Produce Low Levels Of Melanin. Both Are Melanin Recessive Beings. And What Is The Importance Of This Thing Called Melanin? The Pigment Melanin Is Responsible For The Color Of Skin, Which They Lack. When Melanin Does Not Appear In The Skin It Is A Deficiency. And This Deficiency Comes About Because Of The Absence Of Melanocytes, That Which Synthesizes The Melanin Is Deficient. These Cells Called Melanocytes Are Responsible For All The Colors Of Hair From Yellow To Black. The Tree-Like Melanocyte Cells In The Deeper Epidermis Is What Produces This Dark Brown Pigment Called Melanin. The Pigment Is Introduced Into Nearby Cells Through The "Branch Tips" Of The Melanocyte Cells, In Units Called Melanosomes. Knowing That Hair Turns Gray When The Melanocytes Die. There Are Different Textures Of Hair. Six Ether To Nine Ether. They Are Your Six Ether Beings, You The Nubian Are Your Nine Ether Beings.

Diagram 15

Nine Ether To Six Ether
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What You Fail To Realize Is Hair Can Be Straight, Six Ether Meaning Six Point Melanin, Wavy, Curly Seven And One Half Point Melanin, Or Kinky, Nine Point Ether And It Is In That Kinky Or Kingly Hair That Was Given To You From Your Parents The ANUNNAQI ELOHEEM. Then There Are Those Beings Who Are ALBINOS. The Albino Seeds Name Comes From The Sea Albion Called The White Island, In The Land Of Saxons And The Anglics Called Brit Today. This Genetic Disorder Albinism Is A Group Of Genetic Disorders Affecting One Out Of Every Several Thousand Humans And Other Animals. The First Being CANAAN Himself. His Curse Was The Removal Of The Divine Which Resulted In The Reduction Of Melanin Thus Cutting Off His Family Ties With The ELOHEEM. He Transformed From A Son Of The ELOHEEM To A Son Of Sam.

The Word "Caucasian" Derives From The Word "Caucasus" (Mountains In Russia). According To Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary Caucasian Means: 1. Of Or Relating To The Caucasus Or Its Inhabitants 2. Of Or Relating To The Pale Race Of Mankind As Classified According To Physical Features B: Of Or Relating To The Pale Race As Defined By Law, European Ancestry. Originally, Inhabiting The Caucasus Mountain Areas, Their Complexions Vary From Light To Very Dark Skin Hue With Straight Hair. The Paleman (Caucasian Of Today) Is A Result Of The Curse Of Leprosy. He Has A Lack Of Melanin, Nor Does He Have A Soul (Judges 1:19). Because Of The Unlawful Act That Ham Did, His Offspring Canaan Was Cursed. These Feelings Of Homosexuality And Fornication Were Not New; It Was The Mentality Of Many People Existing Before The Flood (Because Of The Original Hermaphrodite). The Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) Word For Curse Is (ملعون) Mal'un, Meaning "One Who Is Cursed". Note How Close It Is To Melanin. It's The Same Word! The Root Of The Word Is (لعنة) La'ana, Meaning "Curse, Damn, Execrate, To Utter The Oath Of Condemnation, To Curse Each Other, Malediction):

1. La'iyin: Cursed, Confounded, Damned, Outcast, Execrable, Detested, Abhorred, Abominable.

2. لليين Lila'iyin: The Evil One, The Devil.

3. متلاعمن Mutala'ain: Cursing Each Other, Hostile, Inimical.

This Curse La'anat: لعنة The Physical Curse, That Of Leprosy, Which Is Where The Pale People Came From. Canaan Was Born Pale, And An Albino In Other Words, With The Curse Of Leprosy.

Albino - 1) An Organism Lacking Normal Pigmentation Such As A Person Having Abnormally Pale Skin, Very Light Hair, And Lacking Normal Eye Coloring.
Albinism

In Human Beings Has Long Been Used As An Example Of A Simple Dominant-Recessive Gene Relationship. The Recessive Gene Allele For Albinism Fails To Determine An Enzyme Required To Produce The Pigment Melanin, And The Gene Is Epistatic To Other Genes Controlling The Degree Of Pigmentation. Persons Who Are Homozygous A/A Will Lack The Pigment No Matter Whether They Are From Fair-Skinned Or Dark-Skinned Races. You Can Imagine The Consternation Of Geneticists When They Found Two Albinos Who Had Married And Had Children With Very Dark Skin, Hair, And Eyes.

Eventhough This Woman Has Heavy Melanin Deposits In Her Skin, And Her Husband Has The Same, Their Child Has Very Little Melanin Deposits Because Of The Epistatic Effect Of The Gene For Albinism

Canaan Lacked Pigmentation (No Color Or Blackness) So His Skin Was Pale And Translucent (Can Be Seen Through). Due To The Lack Of Protein In Their Body, The Follicles Of Their Hair Lie Crosswise, And The Hairs Emerge In A Slanting Direction Of The Surface Of The Skin. In Other Words, It Literally Flops!. Because Canaan Was An Albino He Lacked The Normal Eye Coloring Which Caused His Eyes To Be Weak And Sensitive To Direct And Indirect Sunlight.
This Is Why Canaan Sought Refuge In The Mountains, Where The Lights Were Dim. The Cold Climate Of The Mountains Was Also Conducive To Their Leprous Condition Because It Stopped The Leprosy From Spreading. Because The Blood Of An Albino Does Not Contain The Necessary Factors For Clotting And Reproduction They Must Receive Blood Transfusions First At The Time Of Birth And Then Regularly Throughout Their Lives. This Is Why They Came Down From The Caucasus Mountains.

Figure 55
The Caucasus Mountains

Ques: Why Did Canaan Flee From His Family And People He Lived Among?

Ans: Canaan Fled, Because He Was Scabby And White And Everyone Was Darker Than Him, So He Stood Out. People Shunned And Persecuted Him, So He Fled To The Caucasus Mountains. For 300 Years, Canaan And His Wife's Seed, With Their Companions Dwell In The Caves Until Abraham Was Sent To Clean Them Up. Canaan Was Innocent To Everything. He Was Confused About Being Cursed With Leprosy And He Was Shunned And Persecuted. Because Of Their Leprous Nature, The Descendants Of Canaan Descended To The Level Of Animals, Eating Raw Flesh, Walking On All Fours, And Mingling Freely With The Animals, Sexually.

Companions Of The Cave... Passed Down Results Of Beastiality

Figure 56
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Figure 57
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Figure 58
Julia Pastrana
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MANKIND AND HIS OFFSPRING

The Pale Man Originated From The Caucasus Mountains, Where There Was Very Little Plant Life And Not Much Means For Salt. This Condition Forced Him To Rob The Nubian Female Of Her Chastity In Order To Keep His Seed Alive, Its Called Intergration. The Caucasian Woman Who Was Left In The Mountains, Resorted To Lying With And Having Sex With Beasts: Such As The Jackal, Which Is An Ancestor Of Today's Dog. The Phrase "Dog Is Man's Best Friend" Came From This Situation. The Dog Would Lick The Festered Sores Of The Leper And Clean Them For Him. His Seed Was Kept Alive Because The Caucasian Woman And The Jackal Mated. This Is Where You Get People Who Possess An Animalistic Nature.

Figure 59

Ques: Is It Possible For One Species To Have Offsprings With Another Species?

Ans: The Reason Why Amorites Could Have Offsprings From A Union With An Animal Was Because They Themselves Had Retreated To Being Animals, And Were Lab Rats For Extraterrestrials Who Did Genetic Splicing With All Kinds Of Animals And Humans. The Lepers That Remained In The Mountains Were Pushed Further, Into The Caucasus Mountains And Fell So Low As To Mate With The Dog-Like Animals, Which Is Called The Act Of Bestiality, And Anyone Who Was
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Guilty Of It Was Condemned (*Leviticus 18:22-23*). If It Did Not Happen There Would Have Been No Reason For This Law, And If You Want To Know Who This Is Talking About Just Read Leviticus Chapter 13 And 14, Then To 15, To 16, And Then Right On Up 17, Then Your There. The Result Of This Mixture Were Ape-Like Animals. The Ones Who Had Left The Mountains, Did Not Return.

As Much Hair As The Amorites Have On Their Bodies Should Tell Us Something About Them. The Ape And The Dog Has His Whole Body Covered With Hair, And Beneath The Hair Is Pale Skin, Not Brown Or Black. In Other Words, Most Animals Have Their Whole Body Covered With Hair, Which Would Include The Pale Man. Despite His Evolution, He Has Never Lost This Hairy Trait He Had Inherited. The Racial Characteristics Of These People Range From Pale To Pink To Cream In Complexion, Hair Very Straight (As Apes) To Wavy, As Goats, Height Averages Five Feet And Eight Inches For Male, And Features Are Caucasian.

Ques: Where Do These Canaanites (Amorites- Leper Type) Reside?

Ans: The Canaanites Reside Mainly In Europe, But Since For Many Centuries His Leprosy Has Not Been Contagious And He Is Now Considered "Clean," (*Leviticus 13*), He Now Inhabits Many Countries Of The World: North And South America, Europe, Australia, North And South Africa And The Middle East. If You've Noticed, All The Countries Mentioned (Except The Middle East) Have Basically The Same Climate Weather. North America, Including Canada, Has A Temperate Climate. This Means That There Is A Cold Season As Well As A Warm Season. Amorites Tend To Inhabit The Areas Farthest From The Equator. In South America They Reside Mainly In Argentina Which Has A Climate Similar To The Climate In North America. In Africa, Most Amorites Are In South Africa.

Ques: Why Does The Leper Need This Climate?

Ans: The Reason Why He Needs A Climate That Is A Temperate One, Is Because He Cannot Withstand Heat For Too Long A Period. He Must Have An Interval Of Cold Weather Which Is Helpful To His Physical Condition. Some Canaanites Are Able To Withstand The Heat Principally Because They Have Enough "Black" In Them From Intergration To Protect Them; The Condition Of Leprosy Is Not Overwhelming In Them. The Inhabitants Of The Middle East And North Africa Are The Principal Examples. The Heat And Hot Sun Irritates The Latent Disease In Amorites And Causes Such Absurdities As Freckles, Chapped Peeling Skin, Sunburn, Liver Spots, Psoriasis, And Skin Cancer. Nubians Are Rarely Afflicted With These Type Of Skin Problems, Especially Skin Cancer.

Another Very Important Reason Why He Needs A Mild, Cool Climate Is Because He Can Not Breathe Very Well In Light And Hot Air. An Acquiline Type Nose Is Very
Well Suited To Inhale Cold Air. This Is Because The Nostrils Are Closer And The Air It Does Take In Is Warmed Adequately In The Process Of Inhaling.

**Ques:** Some Schools Profess That The Nubian Is A Canaanite. Is This True?

**Ans:** No The Nubian Is Not A Canaanite. There Are Those With Black Skin And Straight Hair, But Because Of The Straight Hair, These Hindus, They Cannot Be Classified As Nubian. They Are Accursed Because They Have This Straight Hair. Remember, The Nubian Dwells In Nubala, Or Nubia, In Sudan-Africa. The Climate In Sudan-Africa Is Very Warm With The Temperature Rising Sometimes As High As 140 Degrees Centigrade Because The Equator Is Almost Directly Around The Middle Of The Continent. Lepers Can Not Dwell In Such An Atmosphere For Too Long (Or Without An Electric Fan). Most Canaanites Inhabit The Northern Regions Of Sudan-Africa.

**Ques:** But Hasn't The Paleman Proven By Experiments, Expeditions, And Many Other Ways That All Human Beings Evolved From Lower Animals And That Life Began Millions Of Years Ago?

**Ans:** Many Have Heard, Assuredly, What Scientists Have Said "...Don't Mix Science And Religion..." If One Attempts To Look At Science And Religion Together, One Will Find That Many Things In Science Do Not Make Sense, Principally Because The Pale Man Is Not A Religious Being And He Will Not Easily Believe In Things That May "Mystify" Him. He Tries To Break Each And Every Existing Thing Down Into Classes. This Is So He Can Explain Things To Himself. He Has Even Gone As Far As To Fabricate A Great Many Of The "Scientific Facts" That He Has The World Believing.

**Ques:** What About The Old Bones That Show Different Types Of Ape Developments From Areas Such As The Olduvai Gorge In Kenya?


**Ques:** Why Wasn't The Nubian Cursed With Leprosy?
Ans: The Nubian Was Cursed With Leprosy And The Pale Man Was And Is The Result Of The Curse Of Leprosy. Noah Cursed His Son Ham For Committing Mental Homosexual Acts, But "The Sins Of The Father Shall Fall Upon The Son." This Means That Ham's Son Would Inherit The Punishment For The Sins Commited By Him.

Ques: What Is Leprosy?

Ans: Leprosy Is An Infectious Disease Caused By Bacterium. Bacteria, Plural For Bacterium, Is A Decaying Disease, Commonly Called Hansens Disease.

Ques: How Many Forms Of Decaying Are There?

Ans: There Are Two Forms Of This Disease, Although Both Commonly Appear On The Same Person (Amorites, Pale People), One Of The Two Is Usually Dominating. Leprosy Occurs More Frequently In Men Than In Women. That's Because The Curse Was On A Son Of Canaan And Not A Daughter. In Some Ways Today, You Will See Blacks Who Have Inherited Leprosy Because Their Parents Had Integrated And Mixed Their Seed Willingly And Unwillingly. When A Black Person Contracts This Disease, He Starts Turning White. This Does Not Make Him Or Her A Devil.

Ques: In What Other Ways Does The Pale Man Differ From Nubians?


Ques: What Are Some Of The Different Diseases That Were Given To Nubians In The Course Of Living With The Pale Man In A Society Such As North America?

Figure 60
Amorite Baby Born With A Coccyx Tail
Ans: The Nubian Has Contracted, As A Result Of Living With The Pale Man, Such Diseases As: Dandruff, Psoriasis, Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Eczema, Arthritis, Rheumatism, Tuberculosis, Cancer, Leukemia, Polio, Hemophilia, Multiple Sclerosis And Many Other Strange Diseases That Affect The Skin, And Nervous System.

ARE JEWS THE PALEMAN OR THE BLACK MAN

Ques: Who Are Jews?


Pale Jews And Pale So-Called "Arabs" Are One And The Same. They Co-Habit The Same Areas And They Look Alike As Well. What Differentiates These Jews Here In America And Europe Is The Fact That They Had Migrated From Jordan, Palestine (And Surrounding Areas) Into Europe. They Preserved Most Of Their Customs And Traditions From The Middle East, And No Matter Where Jews Migrated, They Always Remained Jews In Culture, Race, And Ideology. They Are Not Ashamed Of Each Other As Other Groups Might Be Of Their Own. Although There Are French, German, English, Irish, Polish, Spanish, Russian And Oriental Jews, They All Have A "Base Quality" Which Separates Them From All Other Races Of The World. They Have No Respect Whatsoever For What They Call "Goy (2)- Gentiles" Or Even The So-Called "Israelites." They Are A Very Segregated People And Anywhere In The World You Will Find Jews In This Segregateion. It Was The Jew Who Gave Birth To The "Ghetto". Six Million Not Sixty Million Jews In A Gas Chamber Is Next To Nothing In Comparison With What They Have Done To Innocent Blacks. No One Is Denying That Jews Have Suffered Numerous Hardships In The Course Of Their History. This Has Happened To Other People As Well. The Big Difference Is That Jews Have Kept The Score - They Have Made A Tradition Of Persecution. A Casual Slaughter Of Thousands Of Christians May Be Remembered By No One In Fifty (50) Years, But A Disability Visited Upon A Few Jews Is Preserved In Jewish History Forever.

Ques: How Are The Israelites Related To The Jews?

Ans: The Pale Jews Are Not Related To The Real Israelites Of Ancient Times In The Holy Scriptures. Present Day European Jews Come From The Same Racial Strains As Those Canaanite So-Called "Arabs" In The Middle East. As A Matter Of Fact, The Only Distinct Difference Between Pale Jews, And Pale So-Called "Arabs" Are The
Languages They Speak, And The Clothes They Wear. They "Co-Habit" The Same Areas; Mainly Palestine, Syria, And Jordan. But, Pale Jews Live In Every Country In The World, And Take On The Nationality Of The That Particular Country Without Totally Assimilating Into That Society. Pale So-Called "Arabs," However, Remain Almost Exclusively In The Middle Eastern Countries. Many Pale Jews Believe That They Are Descendants Of Abraham. The Reason Why Is Because He Brought Them Out Of The Caucasus Mountains; Cleaning Up Dead Unburied Bodies, Teaching The Lepers How To Walk And Talk Like Human Beings, Showing Them How To Cook The Meat They Ate And Treating Them Kindly As A Father Would Treat His Children. Then These Newly Cleansed Lepers Began Mixing With A Group Of Blacks, Called "The Philistines." The Off-Spring Of This Union Had Pale Skin And Dark Hair, Such As Modern Jews And Pale So-Called Arabs. This Type Reside Presently In The Middle East, Europe And America. You Have Many Caucasians Of Both The Ashkenazim Sect, And The Sephardim Sect. The Ashkenazim Were Originally Khazars From Russia Who Converted, And Picked Up The Name Ashkenazim (Genesis 10:3), And Used It As Their Own When Indeed They Are The Cursed Seed Of Canaan, Not The Seed Of Gomer (גומר) ("Completion") And Rifthath (ריפחת) ("Speaker Or Spoken") And Togarmah (תוגרמא) ("Bony, Strong").

Ques: Who Are The Ashkenazim?

Genesis 10:3

WA (AND) THE BANE (SONS) OF GOMER ("COMPLETION", GOMER); ASH-KEN-AZ' (ASHKENAZ, JAPETHITE) WA (AND) REE-FATH' (RIPPATH), WA (AND) TO-GAR-MAW' (SON OF GOMER, TOGARMAH).

And The Gomerites; Ashkenazites And Riphathites And Togarmahites.

Right Translation In Aramic (Hebrew) By:

Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"AND THE SONS OF GOMER; ASHKENAZ, AND RIP'PATH, AND TOGARM'AH."


Ques: Who Are The Ashkenazim?

The Fake Ashkenazim (Khazars) Have Developed A Set Of Distinctive Customs And Rituals, Different From Those Of The Sephardim, The Fake Jews From Spain, Portugal, The Mediterranean Countries And North Africa. They Are Also Pale Skinned Yet Mixed With The Seed Of Joktan Who Was The Son Of Eber, Son Of Salah, Son Of Arphaxad. All Of The Sons Of Shem (Genesis 10:21-32), The Original Shemite (Semitic), One Of The Triplet Sons Of Noah, Who Is Very Dark Brown Skin With Woolly Hair.

---

**Figure 61**
Gomer Son Of Japheth And Ifat

**Figure 62**
Ashkenaz (Son Of Gomer)

**Figure 63**
Joktan Son Of Eber
On The Other Hand You Have The Spaniards, Who Picked Up The Name Sephardims, Another Sect Of People (Caucasians) That Used An Original Name Of Dark Skin People; Practicing Portions Of The Truth, And Fabricating Their Own Traditions And Customs Out Of Babylon And Calling It The Talmud And The Mishna, Or The Oral Code Of Law. You See, The Sect That Calls Itself Sephardim Are Called Orientals Because They Are Mixed And Are Darker Than The Khazars.

Black Jews Of The Americas Are Distinguishable From The Falashas Of Africa, As Well As Pale Jews And The So-Called "Israelites." Black Jews, Have Accepted The Judaic Faith Of Religion Of Pale Jews. Converts To Judaism Among Blacks Largely Began When Pale Jews Forcibly Baptized 2,000 Children Who Were Brought To The Portuguese Island Of Sao Thome. This Was In The Year 1493 A.D. In The Caribbean, There Were Quite A Few Jewish Groups, And Most Of Them Mixed Racially. One Of The First Colonies Was The Offspring Of Jews And Blacks In Intermarriage. It Was Like A Jew-Slave Master And Black Slave Type Relationship, Since At That Time Slavery Was The Biggest Business Of Pale Jews. They Spoke A Mixture Of Corrupted Portuguese Combined With Hebrew And Native Words. Later On, English Dialect Replaced This Patois, But Still Left A Few Traces.

In The West Indies, Jews Frequently Intermarried With Blacks. This Occurred Mainly In Jamaica. Many Descendants Still Bear Their Jewish Names And Profess The Jewish Faith. They Claim To Be Descended Of Menelik, Son Of Solomon And The Queen Sheba, And They Pay Homage To Haile Selassie, (Read Is Haile Selassie Christ? Scroll #29).

![Figure 64](image1.png)  
Solomon Son Of David And Bathsheba

![Figure 65](image2.png)  
Queen Sheba Wife Of Solomon
Some Encyclopedias Have Called "The Falashas" Jews Because Of The Way They Observe The Holy Scriptures, Particularly The Old Testament. They Do Not Speak Hebrew And Their Holy Books Are Written In Ge'ez, Ancient Arabic Using One Of The Ethiopian Scripts, Which Is One Of The Oldest Of Human Languages. It Is The Language Of Adam. From Ge'ez A Form Of Ashuric Came The Arabic Of Today, Aramic (Hebrew), And Amharic, All Of Which Came From The Cunieform The Language Of The Deities. Falashas Live Their Way Of Life In A Manner More Like Muslims Than Pale Jews. The Reason For This Is That They Are Descendants Of Abraham Through Isaac His Second Son; Their Way Of Life Is The Way Abraham Taught His Sons Ishmael And Isaac And They In Turn Taught Their Children. Falashas Are Sectioned Off To Themselves From The Rest Of The Ethiopians And They Never Go Outside Of Their Surroundings, Nor Is Anyone Allowed In. They Worship In What They Called A "Mesgid" And Bathe Ritually Everyday, The Same As Muslims.

Diagram 16
The Ge'ez Language

Diagram 17
The Falasha Language
Pale Jews and Falashas do not always observe the same holidays. One reason is because Pale Jews recognize the solar calendar whereas Falashas recognize the lunar, which makes the holidays observed by Falashas sometimes fall on different days other than those days observed by the Pale Jews. Falashas are very strict in observing the Sabbath, and during the Sabbath there is much feasting and merry-making. There are no festivals as Chanukah and Purim among the Falashas, but Passover is commemorated by sacrificing the Paschal lamb. Circumcision is observed of course. Lij Tafari Makonnen, (Haile Selassie) has been known to the world as: His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie, King of Kings of Ethiopia, and is said to be the possessor of the "Golden Epoch." He is also known as the Conquering Lion of Judea and the Elect of God. Lij Tafari was educated in a mixture of Amharic, Coptic, Catholic and French influence. At the age of fourteen, Lij was ruling a section of Harar province where he was being educated. His father was Ras Makonnen, a statesman, soldier and trusted kingsman of the Great Menelik II. Menelik II died 1913 A.D. His son Lij Yasu was named emperor, but proved incompetent. He was succeeded by Zaudito in 1917 A.D., a daughter of Menelik. Lij Tafari was made advisor to the throne. He built hospitals and schools and was the major influence in Ethiopia's admittance into the League of Nations in 1923 A.D. Empress Zaudito's agency gave Lij Tafari freedom over the government. Lij Tafari was named king after her death. Crowned Haile Selassie November 2, 1939 A.D. (Refer to "Is Haile Selassie the Christ? Scroll #29).
ISRAEL IS NO MORE

As Nubians, Knowing What We Now Know About Pale Jews, Any Of Us Who Do Consider Ourselves Jews (Who Really Aren't Israelites) Should Be Particularly Ashamed To Call Ourselves Such A Name. We Should Not Take The Names Jew, Nigger, Afro-American, Negro, Puerto Rican, West Indians And Any Others And Make Them As Scarce As The Names Coon, Spade, Colored And Blacky.

AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY
THE ONLY DESCENDANTS OF JACOB (ISRAELITES) EXISTING ARE FALASHAS IN ETHIOPIA AND THEY ARE BLACK

Ques: Are There Falashas Here In North America Today?

Ans: There Are Many Misrepresentations Of Titles And Customs For Which We, As A People, Have Been Forced To Accept; Or We Unknowingly Attribute Titles Not Characteristic To Us As A People. "Hebrew" Is A Title Most Of Us (Nubians) Shun. We Often Look At Hebrew As Being Synonymous To Jew Or European, Who Have Stolen A Portion Of The Sacred Books. These Jews Are Not Hebrews, Nor Are They Of The Pure Seed Of Abraham. The European Jew Has Adopted A Portion Of The Hebrew Doctrine, (The Old Testament) The Same As The Caucasians (Caucus-Asians) Of Pakistan, India, Iraq, Etc, With The Teachings And Practices Of The Koran. The European, Or Caucasians, Are Not And Were Not Able To Live According To The Total Sum Of The Commandments Of The Scriptures. Therefore, They, As Cursed People (Spiritually As Well As Physically), Took Only Portions Of The Books; Which They Are Presently Living Today.
Ques: Who Are The Hebrews?

Ans: The Word Hebrew In Aramic (Hebrew) Is Ibrîy (עִבְרִי) Which Means "To Cross Over, To Pass Over". It Comes From The Root Word Abar (עָבַר) Meaning "To Cross Over" And It Is The Same In The Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) Language, Ibrîy (عبرى) Meaning "The Other Side Or Cross Over". Hebrew Is Just A Title For What Abraham And His People Did, Not What They Were. The Word "Hebrew" Is A Title That Was Attributed To Abraham When He Traveled From The Ur Of Chaldees, And Crossed A Strip Of Land Called Mesopotamia Nested Between The Tigris And The Euphrates Rivers (Genesis 12:6, 14:13).


Hebrew - Signifies The Other Side, Across, Denoting The Inhabitant Of A Country Or Member Of A Tribe. Although There Were World Travelers Before As Well As During The Time Of Abraham, The Title Hebrew Is Attributed To The House Of Abraham.

Genesis 14:13

וׇיָֹה וַאֵלֶּה לְאָבְרָם אֲשֶׁר שָׂמָּה בְּאֵם עָרָס הָאָרֶץ אַתָּשֶׁר אֶלְּעָרֶץ נְעָרָה בוֹ בֹּלֶל בְּרִית אֲבֹם

WA (AND) BO (THERE CAME) ONE THAT HAD FAW-LEET (ESCAPED), WA (AND) NAW-GAD (TOLD) AB-RAWM (ABRAM) THE IB-REE (HEBREW); FOR HE SHAW-KAN (DWELT) IN THE AY-LONE (PLAIN) OF MAM-RAY (MAMRE "FATNESS") HA (THE) EM-O-REE (AMORITE), AWKH (BROTHER) OF ESH-KOLE (ESHCOL), WA (AND) AWKH (BROTHER) OF AW-NARE (ANER): WA (AND) HAYM (THESE) WERE BAH-AL (CONFEDERATE) WITH AB-RAWM (ABRAM).

And There Came One That Had Escaped And Reported All This To Abram The One Who Crossed Over "Hebrew": Who Was Living Near A Sacred Tree In The Plain Of Mamre "Fatness" The Mountain Dweller "Caucasian, Amorite" Mamre And His Brothers Eshcol "Cluster", And His Brother Aner "A Young Man": And These Were The Allies Of Abram.
"AND THERE CAME ONE THAT HAD ESCAPED, AND TOLD ABRAM THE HEBREW; FOR HE DWELT IN THE PLAIN OF MAMRE THE AMORITE, BROTHER OF ESCHOL, AND BROTHER OF A'NER: AND THESE WERE CONFEDERATE WITH ABRAM."

Genesis 11:31

"AND TERAH TOOK ABRAM HIS SON, AND LOT THE SON OF HARAN HIS SON'S SON, AND SARA'I HIS DAUGHTER IN LAW, HIS SON ABRAM'S WIFE; AND THEY WENT FORTH WITH THEM FROM UR OF THE CHAL'DEES, TO GO INTO THE LAND OF CANAAN; AND THEY CAME UNTO HARAN, AND DWELT THERE."

Ques: Did Abraham Speak Hebrew?
Ans: No! Abraham Did Not Speak Hebrew. He Was Called "Hebrew" For Something He Did Rather Than The Language He Spoke (Or For His Linguistical Origin). Neither Did Ishmael, Isaac, Nor Their Sons Speak Hebrew.

Ques: What Language Did Abraham Speak?

Ans: Abraham Spoke Chaldean (Kaldai Or Kaldi). Which Is A Dialect Of Aramic.

Ques: How Did Hebrew Develop?

Ans: Hebrew Yielded From The Aramic Language. Aramic Meaning "Level Plain" Is The Father Of All Languages. It Comes From The Fifth Son Of Shem Whose Name Was Aram Making Him Semetic Or Shemite (Genesis 10:22).

Diagram 23
The Country Of Aram
Evolution Of The Hebrew Alphabets
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Diagram 24
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Aramic Is One Of The Earliest Spoken Languages Of The Post-Historic Era. Proof Of This Is Found In The Hebrew Scriptures, The Torah, Though Aramic Was Spoken First. Around The Year 500 B.C., Scribes Began To Use The Aramic Script For The Rest Of The Old Testament. Aram Itself Was A Land Of Which Was Designated By The Region West Of The Tigris, Euphrates And The Region Of Syria And Palestine. The Persian Empire Used Aramic As Its Chief Semitic Language, And It Was The Common Language Of The Israelites. Aramic Was Also The Language Spoken During The Time Of Yashua (Jesus) Of 2,000 Years Ago. From Aramic Comes The Dialect, Hebrew. This Language Came From Eber, Son Of Shelah Son Of Arphaxad Son Of Aram (Genesis 10:21-24). (Refer To First Language Scroll #27 For More Information On The Languages).

Modern Hebrew As Spoken Today, Developed At The Advent Of The Israelite's Exodus From The Land Of Egypt. Upon Leaving Egypt, The Israelite's Language Acquired Hieroglyphics, Which Added New Form To Their Script. The Second Change Occurred When The Israelites Were Taken By Nebuchadnezzar, King Of The Babylonian Empire. During This Period Of Captivity, The Structure Of The Scriptures Were Changed (Tampering), Where Forms And Words Were Borrowed From The Persians, Babylonians, Egyptians, And The Arabic Language. It Was Under The Babylonian Empire That The Seed Of Israel Was Destroyed, Mixing Their Seed With The Cursed Seed House Of Canaan.
Intermarriage Between The Children Of The Land Of Pharaoh And The Children Of Jacob Provided The First Change In The Written Script And Customs Of The Israelites. The Israelites Were To Subdue The People Of The Land Driving Out Or Killing The Cursed Inhabitants. (Deuteronomy 7:1-5). This Was The Fate Of Israel. Babylonian Conquest Of Nebuchadnezzar Provided A Cultural Exchange Amongst The Israelites In Language, And It Encouraged Massive Inter-Marriage And The Acquiring Of Idol Worshipping. Destroying Their Purity, They Became Canaanites, Jews, Gentiles, And Nasarians, Occupying Various Cities In The Land Of Canaan.


Ques: Can You Explain What The "Golden Epoch Is?"

Ans: The Epoch Is A Ball Of Solid Gold From The Jewelry Of The Ishmaelites (Including Midian). Among This Melted Jewelry Were The Noserings And The Crescents Worn By The Ishmaelites (Genesis 24:47). The Ishmaelites Were The Descendants Of ENLIL Son Of The Great Ruler ANU And His Spouse ANTUM. The Followers Of ENLIL Wore The Nosering.
Figure 73
Enlil Son Of Anu And Antum

Ques: What Is The Significance Of The Nosering?

Ans: The Nosering; Which Is A Tiny Silver Or Gold Circle Is Symbolic Of 360 Degrees Of Knowledge Which Was Manifested Into Humans. It Also Represents The Circumference Of The Universe. It Is The Opposite Of The Square Which Also Equals 360 Degrees.

Hagar, The Daughter Of Imhotep, The Wife Of Abraham, Was The First Woman To Wear The Nosering In The Bible. Hagar Was Given As A Gift To Abraham By Her Father, Imhotep Is Also Known As: "The Father Of Chemistry." Imhotep Gave Hagar To Abraham, So That She Would Assist Him Is His Task Of Cleaning The Lepers In The Caucasus Mountains.

Figure 74
Hagar Daughter Of Imhotep And Rashaa

Hagar Was An Educated Woman And A Psychic. When Sarah First Saw Hagar With Her Gold Nosering, She Became Jealous And In Turn Put On Earrings, Which Was A Tradition Of The Descendants Of ENQI, The Israelites. After This Tradition All Of
The Women In The House Of Abraham Wore Nosering And Earrings As A Part Of Tradition.

In (Genesis 24:22), It Is Related That The Servant Of Abraham Took A Golden Nosering And Two Bracelets As A Gift To Rebecca When She Consented To Be The Wife Of Abraham's Son, Issac. This Is Further Proof That All The Females In The House Of Abraham Wore Nosering. According To Clark's Commentary, The Statement "... The Man Took A Golden Earring..." Could Not Be Talking About An "Earring" As Being An Ornament For An Ear. This Is Because Of It Being In The Singular Form And Not The Dual As In A Pair (Two) Earrings For Your Ears.

Genesis 24:22

AND YEH-HE (IN TIME), AS THE GAW-MAWL (CAMELS) HAD KAW-LAW (FINISHED) SHAW-THAW (DRINKING), THAT THE EESH (MALE LIVING BEING) LAW-QAKH (TOOK) A ZAW-HAWB (GOLDEN) NEH-ZEM (NOSE RING) OF BEH'-QAH (HALF A SHEKEL) MISH-QA威尔' (WEIGHT), AND SHEN-AH'-YEEM (TWO) SAW-MEED (BRACELETS) FOR HER YAWD (HANDS) OF BH'-SER (TEN SHEQELs) MISH-QAWL (WEIGHT) OF ZAW-HAWB (GOLD),
And It Came To Pass, As The Camels Had Finished Drinking, That The Male Living Being Eliezer "EL Is My Help" Took A Golden Nose Ring Of Half A Shekel Weight, And Two Gold Bracelets For Her Hands Of Ten Shekels Weight Of Gold,

Right Translation In Aramic Hebrew By:
Dr. Malachi Z. York
Mistranslation For King James 1611 A.D.

"AND IT CAME TO PASS, AS THE CAMELS HAD DONE DRINKING, THAT THE MAN TOOK A GOLDEN EARRING OF HALF A SHE'KEL WEIGHT, AND TWO BRACELETS FOR HER HANDS OF TEN SHEKELS WEIGHT OF GOLD;


WORDS THAT STEM FROM KHAZAMA

• خزامة Khazaama- A Certain Kind Of Tree.

• خزامة Khazaama- A Ring Of Goats Hair, Which Is Put In The Side Of The Nostril, Or In The Partition Between The Nostrils Of The Camel And To Which A Rein Is Tied.

• خزامي Khazaamy- A Certain Plant Also Called Khazama Of Sweet Odor.

• خزانم Khazzaam- A Maker Of Ropes Of The Bark Of The Tree Called Khazama.

• خوژام Khuzaam- Is Applied To A Woman's Nose Ring Of Gold Or Other Metal.

• خزامة Kheezaama- The Opening Of The Sandal, The Slender Tong Which Is Pierced And Tied Between The Two Thongs.

• مخزووم Makhuwmuw- Anything Pierced Or Preforated.

Ques: Why Do Those Who Claim (Profess) Descendancy Of Israel, Say That Ishmael, Son Abraham, Is Not A True Hebrew Because He Was Half-Egyptian When Ephraim And Manessah Are Both Half-Egyptian?

Ans: It Is A Failure On The Part Of The People Who Profess The Laws Of The Torah To Denounce Relationship With Ishmael Since Genesis 6:9, Says Noah Was A Man Perfect In His Generation. Ishmael Was Also Blessed As It States In Genesis 17:20, 16:3 And 21:18,21, And His Mother Hagar, Was An Egyptian Woman. Ishmael Himself Took An Egyptian Woman By The Name Of Sayyidah Faatima To Wife. As It Has Been Shown By The Lineage Of Noah That The Descendants Of Shem From Which Abraham Came, And The Descendants Of Hagar, An Egyptian Through The Line Of Mizraim, A Son Of Ham, Were Of The Same Descendancy.
Therefore, Through Abraham And Hagar, Ishmael And His Descendants, Through His Egyptian Wife, Have Carried The Blessings Into Egypt That Were Inherited From Abraham.

From The Above Quotes From Genesis (Bible), We Do Not See It Rightful At All To Ignore The Blessing, Covenant, Or Kinship Of Ishmael To Abraham Since It Is A Fact That Hagar Was His Wife (Egyptian), As We Read, And Ishmael Was His First Son. According To Deuteronomy 21:15-17, The First Born Son Is Due The Right Of Birth, And Of The Inheritance Of His, Whether The Child Be Separated From His Father Or Not.

We Can Overstand The Importance Of The Covenant Made With Abraham And His Servant. However, We Will Find Out Just Who From Among Israel Violated This Sacred Law. Israel Had Wrought Her Final Destruction. This Was The Last Time The Creator Would Spare The Rebellious And Stubborn Nation With Good Cause; For She Has Fully Indulged Herself In Every Abomination With Every Nation - Foremost And Including The Accursed Canaanites (The Offspring Of Canaan).

The Yahweh Had Brought The Most Fierce And Sophisticated Army Of The Land Down Upon Israel; The Assyrians. The Assyrians Had, Had An Established Empire While The Twelve Tribes (Israel) Were Wandering About In The Wilderness. Since The Death Of Solomon, Which Had Already Been Two Centuries, The Tribes Of Israel Were Divided Into Two; Israel (The Tribes Other Than Judah) To The North And Judah To The South.) For Many Centuries, It Was Known That The Assyrians, Who Had Adopted A Large Amount Of Culture From The Old Babylonian Empire, Was A Very Powerful Empire, And Lately (From About 730 B.C. To About 700 B.C.) The Vassals Of Israel Had Been Giving Some Trouble.

Ques: What Is A Vassal?

Ans: A Vassal Is A Person Owing Homage To A Superior As His Subject Or Subordinate. It Is A System Wherein The Subject Makes Payments To The Superior Or Landowner For The Use Of His Land And Protection From Enemies, With Part Of The Payment Being Most Of That Which Is Yielded From The Land. The Israelis Were Vassals To The Assyrians. The Various Tribes Of Israel Constantly Squabbled And Went Against The Commandments Of The Most High. As A Result, The Army Of The Assyrians, The Most Fierce And Sophisticated Army In The Land Were Brought Down Upon Israel And Conquered Them In The Year 959 B.C.E. The Only Logical Solution To The Assyrians Was To Quiet This Squabbling, Troublesome Vassal (Israel). Now Since Israel Spent Her Time Squabbling Amongst Herself And Committing All Sorts Of Abominations And Defilement, There Was Really No Point In Resisting The Strength Of Assyria. One Hundred And Eighty Years After The Death Of Solomon, Assyria Took Total Control Of The Fertile Crescent, And Conquered Samaria Fulfilling The Prophecy Of Hosea. The Seizure
Israel Was No Problem Since, As We Have Said Previously, They Were Divided Amongst Themselves. All Of The Children, Women, And Men Who Were Not Taken By Assyria As Captives And Slaves, Were Killed Either By Skinning Alive Or Boiling In Oil. All Of This Took Place About 724 B.C. The Assyrian Troops Carried The Whole Of Israel Off Into Samaria; All Except The Tribe Of Judah.

Ques: Who Is Judah Or The Tribe Of Judah?

Ans: Judah Was The Fourth Son Of Jacob And Wife Leah. Judah Was Also A Prince; Not Of Ishmael, But Of Israel. Today Judah Is The Sole Remaining Tribe Of Israel Or Bani Israel. The Tribe Of Judah Was The Last Of The Chosen People. Today In Ethiopia, The Chosen People Are Called Falashas And Are Living Up To The Laws Prescribed In Ancient Times By The Torah. Strangely Enough Falashas Are Called "Israel" Today In Ethiopia.

Ques: Why Is This Tribe Of Judah Called "Falasha?"

Ans: The Term Falasha Is Used To Distinguish Them From The Native Ethiopians, Which They Are Not. However, If A Falasha Ever Leaves His Tribe And Goes To A Different Area Or Country, He Can Never Call Himself Of The Tribe Of Judah, Or Falashan Again. The Tribe Of Judah Became Known As The Falashas Because They Migrated To Abyssinia (Ethiopia) Just As Abraham Was Labeled A Hebrew When He Left Ur Of Chaldees (Mesopotamia) And Crossed Over The Tigris-Euphrates Valley. Hebrew Means To Cross Over And Falasha Means To Wander About Like A Vagabond (Which Is Descriptive Of The Tribe Of Israel's Wandering In The
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Wilderness). This Term Was Applied To Them To Distinguish Them From The Other Inhabitants Of Al Habasha (Ethiopia).

Ques: Who Were The Falasha?

Ans: Also Melanin Carrying Beings, The Falasha Are The Original Danites, And The Judahites, Who Had Been Mixed With The Ethiopians When They Moved Into That Land. You Are The Original Falashas. The Falashas Settled In The Mountains Of Begemdir And Simen, Which Border On The Sudan. They Spoke Both Aramic (Hebrew) And Syriac (Arabic) And Read Both The Torah And The Koran, And Were Referred To As The Rashada Tribes. All These Tribes Are Referred To As The Lost Tribes. The Falashans Lived In The Provinces Of Begemdir And Simen In The Mountains Of Ethiopia. (Refer To "Our True Roots", Scroll #38 For More Information).

Figure 82
A Falasha Man

Ques: Why Can They Not Call Themselves Of The Tribe Of Judah If They Leave The Area?

Ans: One Can Not Call Himself Of The Tribe Of Judah Because Leaving The Area Signifies Going Astray And Mixing With Others That Are Not Of The Seed Of Abraham And It Also Implies Idol Worship.

Ques: Why Was Judah Favored Above His Other Brethren?

Ans: Judah Was Favored As An Individual As Well As A Tribe From Among The Other Brethren Tribes Because Of His Mercy. An Example Of His Mercy Was Shown When He Pleased To His Brothers To Spare The Life Of His Youngest
Brother Joseph. He then persuaded them to sell Joseph into Egypt by way of the Ishmaelites, instead of slaying him (Genesis 37:26-7, 43:8, 44:14, 15-34). This final conquest and deportation marked the end of Israel forever and all time to come. The exiles packed and carted animals along with a few possessions they were allowed to take. Soldiers of Assyria guarded the children and women from molestation during their suffice into Samaria, which became oblivion to those survivors of Israel. The Israelites repopulated Samaria along with the Assyrians, and Amorites.

Ques: What Are The Amorites?

Ans: Unlike many of the other Canaanites, the name "Amorites," does not derive from the place where they dwelt. In the Old Testament there is no city or territory named "Amor."

"Caucasian" occurs frequently in Assyrian and Egyptian documents. It is related to Akkadian Amurru which means "The West, Westerners." The Akkadian itself is a translation of the Sumerian Mar-Tu, their deity. This is a reference to the territory "Amorites" references Syria-Palestine, the region of Lebanon. The Amorites are the descendants of the Caucasian, the fourth son of Canaan and his wife Salha. In the Old Testament, the Amorites represent both general and specific group of people.

"The Amorites" refers to the whole of the pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan (Genesis 15:16, 48:22; Joshua 10:12; Amos 2:9). Hence they are often referred to interchangeably with the Canaanites. "The Amorites" also designates the mountain range of central Palestine where this people settled, both east and west of the Jordan. In addition the Amorites are a specific people with a ruler of their own. In the 23rd and 21st centuries B.C. the Amorites pressed their way into Babylonia. The Amorites were known to be the strongest tribe of the Canaanites. (Refer to "The Conflict Between The Gods" Part 1&2 Scroll #130).

It's funny. Think about it. Everyone is willing to hear some of the facts. But not all. Most people just are interested with things that happened after the creation of Adam, when they should be curious with what happened before his time; starting with the creation of the first "noun" (person, place, or thing).

Ques: How Long Did Creation Take?

Ans: Creation took place a period of six days. It was brought to completion on the seventh day. After this creation human beings needed 112 corrections, of which only 69 has been done up to date 1995 A.D., thus, you need 43 more corrections.
Ques: What Is The Basis Of Society Today?

Ans: Humans Which Are Called Containers Society Began With The Creation Of Adam And The Making Of Adam; Or As One Might Term The Existence Of The First Man And Woman Who Were Joined For A Common Purpose Which Was Carried On By Their Offsprings.

Let Me Inform You On The True Story Of The Beginning. There Is A Question All Original Nubians Must Ask Themselves, And That Is "Who Am I And Where Did I Come From?" When You Begin To Think About This Question You Soon Begin To Realize That The Question Itself Makes You Want To Know The Truth. You Are The Children Of The RIZQIYIANS, The ANUNNAQI, Who Are The ELOHEEM, And There Was A Time When You Knew The Truth.

Adam's Creation Marked The Year One. One Hundred And Twenty Years, Seth Was Born In 120. Adam Died In 930, Seth In 1042. Enos Was Born To Seth In 235 And Died In 1140. Canaan Born In 325, Died 1235, Mahalel Born 1290, Jared Born In 622, Enoch Born 622, Methuselah Born In 687, Died 1617, Lamech Born In 875, Died 1556, Noah Born In 1056, Died 2006.

The Great Flood Occurred In 1656, When Utnashtim, Also Called Noah Son Of Lamech And Kamiylah, Was 600 Years Old And It Took One Year For The Water To Dry Completely And In 1057, Then Noah And His Family Came Out Of The Ark To Replenish The Earth. Noah's Sons, Ham, Shem And Japeth Were Born In 1554. Noah Had Three Wives; One Named Naama, And The Other Waala By And Her Son Perished In The Waves, And Mubiyna Who Was Raped And Killed Before The Flood.

DESCENDANCY CHART
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Figure 85
ABRAHAM
Two Years After The Flood, 1658, A Son Was Born To Shem, Arafaxad. Then Came Shelah In 1693, Eber In 1723, Peleg In 1849, Reu In 1787, Serug In 1819, Nahor In 1849, Terah In 1878; And Abraham And Terah Lived For 205 Years. Then Terah Dies Of Leprosy While They Had Sojourned In Haran On Their Way To Canaan.
From Jesus' birth to the coming of the Pale Race, or the seed of Jan, father of the Jinns (in the flesh Pale People), is 4000 years; by the Christian calendar this marks the Year One. So, from that year back to the birth of Canaan 4000 years. Canaan, progenitor of the race of mankind, lepers, was born about 1588. From him came the Amorites, Jebusites, Hittites and other Canaanites.

Mankind was given until 6000 years to live on the planet Earth, or until the year 2000 A.D. - less than three decades from the time of this writing.
Of The Caucasian And Other Canaanite Families Who Had Emigrated From The Mountains Into The Valley, Fell Under The Rule Of Nimrod When He Established Babylon And Made Himself Their God. Nimrod The Son Of Cush. However, There Were Canaanites Who Remained In Egypt Until The Time Of The Return Of The Israelites From Egypt. Abraham Had Cleaned Some Of These Lepers When He Returned To Canaan After Sojourning To Egypt. He Died In 2163. Jacob Was Born In 2108. Joseph, His Son, About 2171. Joseph Was In Egypt Some Years Before He Sent For His Family. After He Was Well Established, The Pharaoh Gave Him Permission To Send Home For Them. The Israelites Went Into Egypt In 2238 When Jacob Was 130 Years Old. They Were Given The Land Of Goshen For Settlement (Goshen In North Egypt). They Were Cattle Raisers And Thus They Were Give The Most Fertile Part Of Egypt. Jacob Lived On For 17 Years After He Went To Egypt. The Israelites Stayed There Until 2658 Under Moses. They Were Released And Began Their Exodus. They Sojourned Into The Wilderness For 40 Years, Until They Came Under Joshua. From The House Of Judah, By The Way Of Jesse Came Jesus, In The Year Of 4000 Of Adam's Calendar, And 1 A.D. Of The Christian Calendar. Thirty Years Later, He Established His Mission, In 4033. The Israelites And Romans Sought To Kill Him. He Was 33 Years Old At The Time. He And His Wife Mary Magdalene Left Damascus, And Journeyed To Nisibis Or Nisibain. And From That City Accompanied With Mary Magdalene, The Mystic Jasper And His People Traveled On Into Syria; Then On Into The Land Of Mashaq, Where He Met Other Brother Of The Essenes. He Made Other Stops Along The Way, But Finally Traveling Back Up And Over Into Lebanon, Finally Made It Into Egypt. Thus, At Age 35 Years Old He Took Up Residence In Egypt Along With His Wife Mary Magdalene Who Died At Age 110, 10 Years Before The Death Of Yashua, Who Passed On At Age 120 Years Old. Surviving Them Were Four Children, The First Daughter Named Iglaal, The Second A Son Named Zubair, The Third A Daughter Named San'aa, And The Fourth Son Named Huday. Their First Son Simon Bar Jesus, Whom Can Be Found In Your Bible In (Acts 13:6), Was Crucified In Rome. The Remaining Children Eventually Moved Southward Up The Nile Into Nubia To Live Amongst Their Own People. In Time Their Own Tribe Became Known As The Bija Tribe Of Sudan (The Land Of Cush And Ham, Sons Of Noakh) The True Semites, And Is Located In North-Eastern Part Of Nubia Called Dongala Or Danagal. The Prophet Muhammad's Seed Is Called Handendawwa (Hindden Dowwa) Tribe. The Bija Tribe Is Commonly Known As The Hendendawa Tribe. The Name Hadendawa Derived From The Bija (Beja) Word "Hadi" Meaning "Master" Or "Guide" And "Endawa" Meaning "People", Meaning "The Master People Of Guidance." This Also Ties Into The 94th Attribute Of The Most High, Al Haadi (الهادي), "The Guide", Coming From The Root Word "Hadda" (هادي). The Bija Tribe Was Located East Of Nubia, In The Red Sea Hills. Five Hundred And Seventy Years After Yashua's (Jesus') Birth, In 4570, Came The Prophet Mustafa Muhammad Al Amin Son Of Abdullaat And Amina. In 5845
Or 1845 A.D. Came Muhammad Ahmad Al Mahdi According To Prophecy. The Word Al Mahdi (البدع) And Yahudi (יְהוּדִי) Or Huda (חידה) In Aramic (Hebrew), Or Yahuwdi (Juda) (יהודי) In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) From The Root Word Huda (חידה), All Are One And The Same Name. Yes, The Tribe Of Judah Are The Ansaaar’s Of Sudan Of The Mahdi’s Seed. The Original Seed Of Jesus Of The Tribe Of Judah. In Koran 3:52 You Find The Word "Ansaaar" From The Root Word Nasr (نصر) Which Means "Help Or Aid". Thus, Ansaaar Is The Noun Form Of The Word Nasara (نصر) And Means "To Help; To Aid", Used In Koran 3:52. Also When You Look At Koran 9:30 Called Them In Ashuric/Syriac (Arabic) "Al Naasry" (النصري), The Old Testament In Numbers 6:2, In Aramic (Hebrew) Refers To Them As "Nazarete" (נצרת), And The New Testament In Matthew 2:23 In Greek Nazoraios (ναζοραῖος). Which Should Be Translated As "Nasarene". These Naserenes Were Also Called The Essenes, Of Which Yashua Was A Part. In Koran 61:14 It Is Written As The "Helpers Of God". Which Translates As The "Ansaaru Allah" (اَنْصَارُ اللَّه).
Fuzzy Wuzzy Were The Backbone Of Al Mahdi's Army. However The Hedendawa Were Not Going To Be Enslaved Because They Had Not Suffered The Hardship That The Other Sudanese Endured.

Figure 110
Bija (Beja) Tribesman Of The Red Sea Hill
The Fuzzy Wuzzy Or Hendendawa

Figure 111
As Sayyid Al Imaam Isa Al Haadi Al Mahdi
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I Am Of That Seed. I Am From Ancient Nubia. I Am That Nubian Or New Being Come To Link You Back To Nubia And Give You What You Wanted So You Would Learn To Want What I Have To Give. Although It Was The Prophecy That Your People Would Be Defiled, And Taken Into A Second Bondage (Slavery) In The 1600'S A.D. Under "The Spell Of The Dollar Bill" Known As The Spell Of Kingu Today Called The Spell Of Leviathan, The Spell Of Spiritual Ignorance And Racial Blindness; It Was Through Trickery That It Was Done. The Tribe Of Nubia Were Called The Hindden Dawwa, Or Fuzzy Wuzzy, Known For The Kingly Wooly Hairstyle Which Came To America With Them. They Were The Strongest Amongst The Tribes Of Nubia And The Greatest. Thus You Are Great Being Also. One Hundred And Twenty-Five Years After 5845 (5970 Or 1970 A.D.), The Ansaru Allah Community (Also Known As The Nubian Islamic Hebrews) And Now The Holy Tabernacle Ministries Was Founded, Or The Opening Of The Seventh Seal. In A Matter Of 30 Years From The Opening Of The Seventh Seal, The Year 6,000 Will Be Here. It Marks The End Of The Reign Of The Devil. At The End Of The Thousand Years Of Peace, The 7000 Year Day (Sabbath) Will Be Completed, And As It Was In The Beginning, So Shall It Be In The End. Humans Will Be At One With The Most High. Between The Years 5,970 And 6000, The Devil, Realizing The Little Time Left To Him, Will Make Several Attempts To Destroy The Truth, So That His Time Will Be Or May Be Extended. The Devil Will Use Every Means Available To Him To Seduce And Overcome The Meek. Before The Whole Race Will Inevitably Become Involved In The War Between Agreeable And Disagreeable; People Will Resort In The Worship Of Satan With Strange Paganistic Practices And Religions, In Hope Of Satan Sending An Army Of Jinns To Help Them In This War, After This Deadly Intoxication Of Christianity Had Been Impressed In The Minds Of The Nubians, It Was Time For The Amorites To Bring The Laws Of Nimrod Into Power Again. These Laws Are The Same Laws That Have Divided The People Of The World Today. Created Your Racism, And Your Stereotypes, And Your Sectisms. This Is What Creates Wars. You The Children Of The ANUNNAQI ELOHEEM, The Melanin-ite Children Have Got To Awaken, Bring Yourselves To A Higher Conciousness. Realize That You As Individuals Must Take On Responsibilities Of Recognizing What Is Going On In The World Today, Even Though The War Is Between The Black Skinned Straight Haired Beings And The Blond Haired Blue Eyed Beings. Why? Because Everything That Has Happened Is Happening And Everything That Will Happen, Will Affect You In One Way Or Another. You The MELANIN-ITE CHILDREN, Must Realize What You Are Doing To Destroy Yourselves, In Order To Progress. Stop Killing Your Selves, Realize Who You Are Before It's Too Late. Become The Divine Beings That You Once Were; Children Of The ANUNNAQI ELOHEEM, Your Parents Who Gave You The Gift Of Life.

"THE MIDDLE PATH"
Begin All Prayer And Thinking By Using
El Halawm, The Alg

Prayers Of The Ansaars

Oh Heavenly One, The Most High. Who Is Sustainer Of All The Worlds, We Do Accept The Duty You Have Lain On Us; To Clean Up The Filth Made By The West And Its Non Submitting Fools. O My Sustainer We Beseech You, To Keep Your Hand Over Us, To Control The Strings Of The Courses Of Our Lives.; Our Sustainer, And If We Do Wrong, Please Show Thy Divine Blessings And Forgiveness On Us, You Are The Only One That Can Raise Us True Followers Of The Newsbearers, And In Thy Name We Carry On.
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